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Young Wild ·-West's Double Trap
"
-OR--

DOWNING A DANGEROUS GANG
By AN OLD SCOUT
In spite of his youthfuln ess there was something a.bout
him that would lead the close observer to believe that he was
ever:v inch a man, when it came to strength, courage and
YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE DANGEROUS MAN.
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YOUNG WILD WEST'S DOUBI;E TRAP.

structed of rough pine boards and the youn_g- deadshot called
for three cigars.
·
The two men behind the counter had started in to do a
rushing business, while Fatty Bill stooa at the end, ready
to lend his assistance when the occasion demanded it.
Our hero paid for the cigars, and then they lighted them,
for all smoked occasionally.
There were, perhaps, fifteen men in the barroom, besides
our friends, and nearly all of them were miners.
Two or three might have been cowboys or cattlemen, but
they were all out for what they termed a good time.
·
They had money to spend, and the quicker they got rid
of it the sooner they would go to work again.
After a ·While one of the men came from behin the bar
and opened up th'e faro game, the proprietor taking his
place in the dispensing of drinks.
It was just about this time that there was· a clatter of
hoofs outside, and then a voice rang out:
"Clear ther track! I'm comin' through like a forty-horsepower! Wow! Look out, there! If any galoot gits hurt it's
his own fault. I'm Captain Danger, an' I'm dangerous!
\Vow-wow!"
Crack-crack!
Two revolver shots ran11: out, and then a bitr, black hol'Se
came prancing- into the barroom of the saloon, its reckless
rider bending low to escape hitting his head aJ?ainst the top
of the doorway.
There was a scatterinJ? right and left to J?et out of the
way, for no one there cared to be trampled by the horse.
"Whoa, Black Diamond!" yelled the rider, as he made the
steed come to a halt with his breast aJ?ainst the bar. "Trot
out some bug-juice, you lazy galoot! I'm dry, an' so is my
horse. He's got more sense than I have, thoug-h, an' he
wants a pail of :Yater. Trot it out, or I'll break up every
bottle you've got behind ther bar!"
The man had a revolver in his riJ?ht hand, and, quickly
placing the bridle rein between his teeth, he drew another
with his left hand.
"There!" he exclaimed, as he flashed a glance around the
room. "Who says I ain't a danJ?erous man?"
No one made a word of reply.
It was evident that the majority· of those present knew
him, and that they really regarded him as a dangerous man.
"You kin have jest what yer want in a jiffy, Dan," Fatty
said, nervously. "Don't go ter shootin' out ther lights, 'cause
I ain't got another chimnev in ther place. Here's ther best
whisky in ther house fur you, an' Black Diamond will have
a pail of as clean water as ever run down a hill."
With surprising quickness, the man behind the bar with
him i-an out and got a pail of water.
lt was placed on the counter before the horse, which. without loss of time, thrust his nose in"it and began to drink.
Then Captain Danger raised his dass to his lips and
swallowed the...whisky that had been poured out for him.
"How much, Fatty?" he asked.
"Not a cent, Dan," was the repty. "Ther drinks fur you
an' Your horse is on me."
"That's ther wav ter talk, Fatty! You're ther whitest
saloon keeper in all Arizony. Here! Give ther l;>oys a drink
on me, an' keep ther change. I'm flush· to-niJ?ht. Wow!"
He tossed a J?old piece on the bar and the saloon keeper
deftly caught it as it was rolling off.
The face of Fatty Bill 1\70re a smile now.
The dangerous man was flush, and that meant that more
would be added to his coffers than he had expected that night..
"Come up, everybody!" called out Captain Danger. "I'll
1;hoot the,· galoot that refuses ter take his whisky straight
with me!"
They all ,·ushetl'up save Young Wild West, and his partners.
Charlie woulcl have taken a drink with the man, but he
knew thaL Wild and Jim would refuse, so he stayed by
Lhem.
There was trouble aheatl, cind he knew it, as well as they
did.
The horse was through drinking by thii; time, and, wheeling- him around, Captain Dang-er looked at the three, who
remained in the background.
They were all calmly smokink the cigars they had li11:hted
a few minutes before, and our hero really looked as though
there was nothing- that could possibly disturb him.
"Why clon'L you fancy -lookin' galoots step up an' git your
liquor?" the dangerous man asked, i;howinJ? no little sururise.
"Well, my friend," answered Wild, coolly, "I don't drink

whisky, so I will have to decline your invitation. If you insist on treating us I will take a cigar v.ith you."
"You will take straight whisky, or die!"
The words came out like a burst of thunder, for Captain
Danger ha:i a way of frightening people when he roared out.
But Young Wild West never flinched.
His hand had dropped toward the holster at his right side
as he answered the man, however, and the next thing- Captain Danger knew a revolver was leveled at his breast.
"I'm not J?Oing to die just yet," said Wild, speaking as
though it was all of little consequence to him. "I reckon
you better take that back. You have J?Ot to take it back in
fact!"
\
"What-what!" cried the horseman, in a much milder tone
· of voice. "What have I run up against?"
"See here, Captain Danger, as you call yourself, I don'
kn,pw you from a side of sole leather, and I don't care how
dangerous you are. either. But I am not going to take a
drink of whisky with you, or any one else. This is a free
country, ·and a oerson can do as they please about drinkin_g-."
"They kin, eh ? "
The hand that held the revolver pointed at him was as
steady as a rock.
The calm smile on the boy's face made the big ruffian feel
uneasy, too. There was no doubt but that he had faced the
muzzle of a 1·e,;olver before, but never under such circumstances as these.
"Put up your shooter. boy. You win the first trick in
ther game." he said. "I'm a dangerous man, but I ain't a
fool. I don't want ter die iest vet, not by a jugful. Fatty,
give ·the boy an' his friends jest what they want.
Then he turned and rode out of the saloon.
But our hero knew very w~ll that he would come back
again, so he quietly stepped up to the bar and accepted the·
cigar the proprieto1· put out for him, keeping his eye on
the door at the same time.

CHAPTER II.
CAP'fAIN DANGER SHOWS HIS HAND.

Captain Danger came back into the place very quickly.
There was a smile on his face, but it was no doubt a forced
one, for no man who had been called as hard as he had
just been would feel like smiling.
Cheyenne Charlie glared at him, showinl?' how much he
would like to have a chance with him. But Young Wild West
simply looked indifferent.
Jim Dart kept his eyes open, ready to prevent a treacherous movement. on the part of the so-called dangerous man.
"Has everybody had a drink-or wh?-t they wanted,
Fatty?" Captain Danger asked.
"Yes, Cap," was the reply.
"Well, keep ther change, as I said afore. I'm flush toniJ?ht."
Then he turned slowly and fixed his gaze upon our hero.
He sized him up carefully. and then said:
'~I'd iest like to know who you are, boy."
"Well. I'll tell you, then. I l\,11l Young Wild West," was
the quick reply.
'
The villain-for such he was, beyond the shadow of a
doubt-gave a start.
"So you are Young Wild West, eh?" he observed, after a
pause.
"That's who I happen to be."
"You're ther champion deadshoL oC the West. I believe?"
"Well, I don't know about that. I have managed to beat
all I have tackled at shooting. But that don't say that
there are not others who can do as well as I can with a rifle
oi.· revolve1·. I am always i-eady to let them try it.".
"An' a good many calls yer ther Prince of ther Saddle?"
went on the man, questioningly, not payinJ? any aitenti.on t,I)
what the boy said.
"Yes, some call me that," Wild answernd, coolly.
"It's because you can handle any kind of a horse you comA
across, an' kin ride easier an' better than any ualoot in ther
West, ain't it 7" queried Captain Danger.
·
"Well. never mind what it is for. If I am called the Prince
of the ·Saddle it is not because I asked any one to call it to
me. Now, then, I'll ask you a quest.ion ot· t-.vo. You are Captain Dan_g-er ? "
"Yea; that's me.•
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ing that was the least bit perilous about it.
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Then something happened that almost took ~e breath
"Aren't you coming out?" asked Wild, looking surprised,
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away
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though he was
Young Wild West stepped nimvlY aside, threw out h1s left
"No. I only said that jest ter find out what kind of stuffs
the da.ngerous
you're made of, Young Wild West. I know you're all right foot and slid his right arm under the chin of
now. Fatty, give us another drink. Let Young Wild West man.
His left hand caug-ht him domewhere about one of his
and his pards have what they like. I know a game man when
)!eels straight for the ceiling.
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"Keep the change, Fatty," and the villain threw another his head and shoulders under his back and started
door.
gold piece on the bar.
It was all done in a twinkling, and before the miners and
Wild knew the man was simply waiting to get a chance at
other spectators knew just how it happened Captain Danger
him. and he waited for the next move in the game.
lay sprawling on the ground in front of the saloon.
It was soon made.
"There you are!" exclaimed the young deadshot. "I hope
"Young Wild West, I made a mistake in threatening to
not I'll d'o it again. You
shoot all those who refused to take whisky straight with you are satisfied. If you arealone
th1:ow me out."
me," Captain Danger remarked. as he put down his glass couldn't even pick me up, let
"Hooray fur Younsr Wild West!" shouted Cheyenne Chai-lie,
and looked at the boy, curiously,
swinging his hat over his head.
"I reckon you did," was the reply.
Then almost everybody in the saloon broke into a pro"Of course, I didn't think that there was any one here who
would refuse. If I had known that you was goin' to refuse longed cheer.
They had seen enough to convince them that the boy was
I would have said that I was goin' ter pick up ther galoot
what wouldn't take liquor ·with me an' throw him out of ther no ordinary one.
Almost every one admires feats of strength and skill. and
barroom."
rule.
"Well, I don't think it would have made any difference to these men were no exceptions toofthe
the saloon, however, CapBefore they could all get out
tne if you had made that threat."
tain Danger got upon his feet and started inside.
"Ye,· don't?"
Room was made for him to get in, Wild taking his posi "No. I am not in the habit of being thrown out of a
room again.
place, and I am quite certain that no sneaking coyote like tion in the middle of the
"Are you going: to try it again?" the young deadshot
you could do the .iob."
"You mean to say that I couldn't pick you up and throw asked, coolly.
"Not by a iug·ful!" was the reply. "But I'll show yer that
you out of here'/"
five minutes
The dangerous man looked surprised when he asked the no galoot kin chuck me out of a saloon, an' live
afterward!"
question.
As he spoke he grabbed a revolver from the belt of the
"That is just what I mean. I wouldn't allow ' a man twice
Wild.
as big as you to do that. As I just said, I am not in the man nearest him and turned it upon
It was not his weapon that spoke, but one of Cheyenne
habit of being thrown out of places. I am only a boy, I
know, but I have learned a few. things since I have been Charlie's, and the shootP1· droppecl to the · floor.
going around, and I never yet met the galoot, big or little.
who could throw me Q!!t of a place. You are a big man, 'and
a powerful one, if looks count for anything, but you couldn't
CHAPTER III.
throw me out of this barroom, because I wouldn't let you."
"I s'pose you'd jerk out that handy gun of yours an' arop
WILD SETTLES SOME DOUBTS.
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•
Ms own ears.
The weapon had been knocked from the hand of Captain
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a speck of blood.
He was quick as a flash, stron_g· as a young lion and not Danir~r without drawing it,
Charlie!" exclaimed the youni.r
"That's the way to do
afraid of anything-, and, with the confidence he possessed
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glad you let him live. He '\\>ill probably
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excitement is what we
· Wild knew that few of the rou_g·h-an<l-ready men of the try to make it interesting for us, and
We.st knew ap.ything about wrestling or box.ing-, from a scien- want, you know."
Wild was as cool as though nothing out of the ordinary
tific standpoint.
He did know a whole Jo1 about il, for l,p had takPn painR had taken place.
Crestfallen and defeated, Captain Danger Stood atock still,
to learn.
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they'll be around fn.r a week on a stretch. Some ~f 'em ha s
He d_odged J1;1st the way th~ boy wa.n~ed him to, and bPforc>
got claims, an' they do a little work now an' then ,,
he fn':w how. 1t happened Wild had h1!1].
"About how many are there in this dang-emu's gang?"
Up m the an· he went, the small of his back resting- on thf'
our hero asked, for he was getting:· mOl·e intf'rPstecl f'Vf'~V top of our her?'s head, rendering- him -powe1:less to do an:y
minute.
thmg- but to kick and try to keep from falling- back on h1R
"Eig-ht or nine, all told, I reckon."
head.
.
.
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"Well, that isn't so many."
Out _went Wild . and with a thud the mmer came down
"Oh, it ain't so many, but when they all git together an' UP,?n l11s feet on the ground.
" .
start to run things they ginerallv do it."
That was easy eno?~h, I ~.eckon, s1;1d the young- cleadshot,
"And you peo-ple let them run things. then?"
as he _came bac\, sm1lmg,; He wasn t Ml bad to handle as
"Well. so long- as they don't interfere much with us, what's Cantam _Danger.
.
.
.
.
ther use of interferin' with them?"
Jhe mmer came back m a mmute. lo,?kmg rll:ther sheepis_h.
"That is very ti:ue. But I don't see how a gang of men ,; , I reckon I owe yo~ fifty dolla1;s,, . he said. to. Charhf.
can run things their way without interferini:r t me about Ive made a fool of m) self, but 1 amt no squeale1. Heres
that part of it. We propose to stav in Glitter Gilch for two your money.''
or three days, and if Captain banger and his gang lets us
"See here!" exclaimed the scout. "I reckon I'll let you
alone we will let them alone. I rather think the captain down a little easier than that. You treat ther crowd an'
will be trying- ·to down us, though. me es-pecially. He don't we'll call it square. I was bettin' on a sure thing·, anvhow.
like what 1 .did to him a little while ago, over in the Covote Why, ver never had a ghost of a chance! Did ver see how
saloon.''
·
easy it was done?"
"What did ver do ter him?" asked one of the loiterers.
"No, I didn't see. I felt myself goin', I know. an' all 1
"Well, we had a few vv·ords because I wouldn't drink was afraid of was that he'd dron me an' let me fall on my
whisky when he treated. He threatened to shoot any one head. I was out in a jiffy. all rightl"
who wouldn't drink whisky straight. We wouldn't do it.
Then he turned and put out hi hand to Wild.
Jim Dart and I don't drink whisky, anyhow. and there has
"I told yer I wouldn't g-it mad. an' I ain't. But I didn't
never been a galoot 't o make us do it. When Captain Dan- think yer could do it, though. Hooray fur Young Wild West,
ger pulled his gun to shoot me, because I refused his invi- boys!"
tation, I got the drop on him and made him change his mind.
The cheers were given with a will, for there was not a man
After that he undertook to tl,row me o'ut of the place, and present who was not a friend of the young deadshot at that
[ wouldn't let him do it.''
minute.
"Yer wouldn't let him? Why, how is that?"
The defeated miner stood treat, and then our friends re"Well, I never let any one do a thing like that. You see, mained in the barroom a few minutes and went to find the
I am not used to being picked up and tossed about. I don't girls.
know how it feels to be treated that way, and I don't mean
Young- Wild West had a.bout satisfied the majority of the
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miners in Glitter Gulch that he was all they had heard he our friends. and consequently he was thought a great deal
of by all hands.
was.
As he was continually looking for victims, either to have
Before he left the camp he was g-oing· to make the dangerfun with or to fleece in some gambling game, it was no wonous gang think the same way.
der that the scout said it was Hop, when the mistress of the
tavern came in and reported that there was something the
matter with one of their Chinamen.
Wild nodded to the scout, who promptly went with the
CHAPTER iv.
woman,
'There wa,; a little building about ten feet in the rear of
HOP WAH, THE CLEVER CHINAMAN.
the house, where the washing- was done for the tavern, and
Charming- Arietta Murdock, the pretty, golden-haired in which slept the colored man and his wife, who were the
sweetheart of Young Wild West met him as he came into hired help.
It was here where the trouble was.
the rathe1· cozy sitting room of the tavern.
As Charlie stalked into the building hP found the darkv
Arietta was a true girl of th(> Wild West, having been born
and reared in Wvoming- during a period when the redskins and his \Yife Ritti ng there with Wing·, who was smiling- and
nodding. as only a "heathen Chinee" can.
were creatinrr ruin and havoc in that region.
"Where is Hop, Wing-?" the scout asked.
She could ride a horse and shoot as well as the average
"He play allee samee lillee tlick," was the replv. "He
man of the plains, and her courage and coolness put her to
comee back vellv soonee, so be. Um blackee man and um
the fore as a dangerous enemy for one to have.
The J;!"irl had been taught much by her dashing young woman no undelstand; makee muchee 'flaid, so be. Allee
lover, and she, in turn, had taught Eloise Gardner, the samee callee um mi ssee plettv quickeP.''
"Whattee mattee ?"
sweetheart of Jim Dart, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne
The voice came from behin(l Charlie, and then Hop pusherl
Cha1·lie, who had not been in the West over two or ·three
his way into the shanty and bowed to the frightened couple,
years a !?Teat deal about shooting-.
All three of the girls showed their pleasure when Wild who had called upon the mi stress.
"Whv, heah he is!" rried the colored woman, ,looking
and his partners came in.
"Well. what have you been up to sinre vou went out to amazed. "He done stand by de fireplace little while ago, an'
all of a sudden he catch afire an' g-o up de chimnev in smoke.
look around?" Arietta asked.
"Oh, we met the leader of a (langerous g-ang-. and we had HP done call out from de <'himnev dat he was g-oin' up to dP
to show him a thing 01· two, Et," am;wered our hero. with a sky, fo i:;uah! "
"Lat light," spoke up the cleve1· Chinaman, rubbing- hi~
smile.
hands and smiling blandlv. "Me allee samee go uppee chim
'"l'hat is ju, t like .·ou. In trouble a lready, I suppose?''
" \,Vell, I don't know ho,v much troublP we are in. but f nrv to um skv; Jen me comee backPe and walkee in um door.
supp~se we hav_e :m enemy here in the camp. But that mRkes Mr no !'Omee down um chimney; makee lillee mistakee, so
no difference; 1f ,ve had no enemies thing-s would go along br. "
Charlie knew quite well what he had been up to.
altog-ether too smooth, \V e ran't live without excitem1>nt,
· Hop had been playing- hiR wonderful disappearance trick,
you know."
"You couldn't. I really believP," spokP 11p the scont's wife, which was done bv his setting some peculiar kind of powder
on fire. and then sneakinl!' off while a cloud of s moke went up
a twinkle in her eyes.
to conceal his movements.
"Well, Ch:;irlie is about the same wav. I reckon."
Being a ventriloquist, he could easily fool an ordin1uv pe1·
"Yes, and it is you who have made him so."
"Ts that RO, Charlie?" am! the voung (!ead;1hot tumed and son and make them believe he was somewhere else.
'!'his trirk was altog-ether too much for the two rla1·kie!'!.
smiled at the scout.
"Whatever is it all about, anywav?" asked the mi~tres~ .
''l reckon it's somethin' that way.'' was the retort. "An'
it's t.her _ame wav with Jim. too. f reckon ther gals is putty as she looked at them all in a puzzled wav.
· Young Wild West came out just then.
much that way themselves."
He had been standing- near enough to hear Hop's exptana
"Oh we have learned to love l eading an outdoo1· life the
tion. and he thought he had better make it somewhat clear
mo,:t of the time," Anna declared.
'· \Yell. in doing- that w·e are bound to nm into clan<>"er now to the woman and her servants.
and then," Arietta hastened to sav.
He soon Made them partlv unrlerstancl. Lhoua-h thev all
"Jtrnt now we are living- in a houi:;e, and still T suppot<e we had an idea that the Chinaman was a little bit more than
human.
are in dang-er," Eloise remarked.
Hoo was iust in the humor to let himself iro a little. for he
• "81eepincr under a roof half a dozen nig-hts in a month
won't hm·t vou any," Wild laughingly remarked. "It isn't had been treated to tanglefoot by the dark\·, and he was
everv mining camp that has a tavern that's fit to ston at. g-etting- a little reckless.
He quietly slipped out of the little shanty and made hi:-1
'Then we camp just the same. and we find it all rig-ht, too."
While ihey were talkinl!' the landlo1·d's wife came into wav to the barroom of the tavern.
'Things were g-oing in full blast there, and Hop looked at
the room, showinP- that she was anxious about somethinl!'.
"'The re's f:Ome thing- ther mattrr with one of vour China- the> two tables, where draw poker was in progress, an,!
noddPd.
men." she said.
Charlie looked at his companions and irrinned.
"Me likee play lillee game," he remarked to a man who
"It's Hop, of course." he rrmarkcd. '"l'hat heathen galoot stood near him.
iR always µp ter somethin'."
"Yer would'!" came the reply. "S'pose we go over ter my
Young \Vile! West alwa,•s took two Chinese servants with shanty an' have a g-ame? I kin a-it a couple of more. But
],i,.,, on his trim:, especially when the girls accompanied have ver g·ot any money?"
them.
"Me g-ottee allee samee hundled clollee," and Hop quirkly
Th ev were brothers, and borp thr names of Hop Wah and showed at least that much.
Wima- Wah.
The man's eyes sparkled. as did those of one standing near
The latter was the cook.· and a verv good one he waR, too. him.
There was reallv no chance to get in a game there, as the
Outside of this he was onlv a plain. simple-min<led fellow,
who liked to sleep a great deal, was honest and a lwavf: tables each had five pla~·ers around them.
minded his own business.
Hop never thought but that the man who had proposed to
Hop was iust as si mple in looks as he. if not more so. But go to his shanty and play was anytl1ing- h1ore than an ordi
that was as far as it went. for he rrally was a very clever nary miner, who was pretty honrst in his \Yavs, and fond of
·
fellow.
playing draw poker.
He was a prnfessional card sharp, a sleig-ht-of-hand perBut the fact was that the fellow was one of the dangerous
former, a lover of practical joking and very fond of whisky, gang, of which Captain Danger was the leader.
•hich he invariablv called "tanglefoot."
The villain had heard considerable about Young Wild West
Added t.o these accomplishments-if they all could be and his partners, and also of the two Chinese servants who
called acr.omPlishments-he could tell an untruth as quickly traveled with them.
,;i.s he could the truth, except when matters were serious.
One of the members of the g-ang had met them, and knew
In the latter case he harl nroven himself a g-reat help to all about them.
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That was why the fellow was so willing to get Hop to /l:O
to his shanty.
He wanted to fleece him.
The fellow near him was a- member of the gang, too, and
he at once sig-nified his willin/;!;Iless to join in the 11:ame.
Hop looked them over and came to the conclusion rig-ht
away that they meant to g-et_his money from him.
But he was ready to let them try, for ,he depended on his
clevernes,; to get the best of them.
"You havee lillee tanglefoot to dlink when we play?" he
asked, innocently.
"You kin bet yer life we willl" was the reply. "I've got
plenty of it over in ther shanty. Come on!"
Hop went out like a lamb going to the slaug-hter.
That is what the two members of the dangerous J?lmJ!."
thoug-ht, anyway.
The shanty was not far distant. It was a little back of
the crooked line in which the others ,were built on that side
of the single street, and there was a thick growth of stunted
trees and bushes right behind it.
The Chinaman took in all this as he approached it.
When he was ushered inside he found two men already
there.
One of them was Captain Dang-er.
The shanty was really one that was used as a sort of headquarters by the dangerous gang, and he had come over to
have a. talk with some of his followers in regard to getting
square with Young Wild West and his partners.
"Hello, Rollyl" the captain exclaimed, as the three came
in. "What have xer got there?"
"One of Young Wild West's Chinese galoots," was the reply.
.
CHAPTER V.
THE DRAW POKER GAME.
I

Hop smiled qlandly at the men in the shanty.
But he realized right a ..-ay that·he had ventured in among·
the enemies of Young Wild West.
Thohfl:h he knew nothing- of what had taken place in the
saloon, it~as easy for him to guess that the four men were
down on h'is young boss.
But he never let on that he thought anything, and as the
two in the shanty looked him . over he smiled all the more
and tl'ied to make himself look as pleasant as possibls.
'
"What did yer bring ther heathen here fur?" Captain Dan_e:er asked, as though he did not think it was much of a trick
for his men ·to do.
"He wanted ter play a little game of draw poker, cap. I
thoufl:ht this would be the1: best place ter do,.lt. It is. out
of ther way of everything, :ver know."
"Draw poker. eh?"
"Yes; I heard one of ther boys say that he was a putty
good one at it, too."
·
"Has he got any money?"
"Me g-ottee lillee more Ian um bundled dollee," spoke up
Hop, and he quickly showed a handful of money.
Th,e eyes of the leader of the Dangerous Gap.g- brightened.
He
now understood why the Chinaman had been brought
to 1the shanty.
"So he's s'posed ter be a good one at poker, eh, Rolly?" the
villain asked.
"Yes; a mi2hty smart Chinee, he's said ter be. cap."
"Maybe he's somethin' like his boss?"
"Me allee samee like Young Wild West," Hop hastened to
say. "Me shootee allee samee velly much stlaight."
The fact was that the Celestial could not hit a bear with
a shot gun at ten yards; but he thought it best to make out
that he was the genuine article, when it came to shooting.
But what he lacked in marksmanship he made up in other
things.
Thoug-h he felt that he was with four men, who would do
their utmost to take what money he had from him, h~ was
not a bit alarmed.
Hop had a few articles in his capacious pockets that would
enable him to g-et through all right, providing he had half
a chance.
But we will see how he made out presently.
There was not much of a li.e;ht in the shanty, since there
was but one smoky lantern in it.
This was hung from one of the low rafters, so it shed what
little light it could directly on a rouschly made table,
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The man c:.illecl Rolly, who had invited Ho!i there, wiped
off the g-lobe of t he lantem on hi s shirt sleeve, but it made
little difference, t bou/;!;h th e Chinaman nodded, as though he
thou/;!;ht it did.
"Set dov;n," he says. "I heatd tell of your name, but I've
forgot it. I s'oose it's Sing- Son/;!;, or som e other sich name?"
"Me name Hop Wah; come flom China; go to 'Flii;co Sunday School, and cookee for mine1·. Havee vellv hardee time,
but me clo um best; !en me go to workee for um Young
Wild West."
Hop rattled this off as though it came out without any
thinking-.
,
But the fact was that he felt in a rhyming mood iust then,
and he got it out with ease.
Captain Danger laug-hed at this.
"You're a sort of a song- writer. I reckon." he obse1-ved.
"Me velly muchee smartee Chinee ." Hop answered, as
though he did not know whether he ought to let it be known
or not. "Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee
smartee; me allee s~mee likee my uncle in China."
"Git out the cards." suggest ed one of the meri. who seemed
anxious to git his share of the money the "heathen Chinee"
had shown them.
"Me gottee cards, so be/' and with that Hop produced a
deck that was near new.
·
"Ca rries 'em right with him, I see," remarked Rolly, winking- a t the three men.
"Yes; he's rig-ht up ter snuff," answered the captain.
Hop smiled in his simple. innocent wav.
Then he shuffled the cards in a ,,,a y that told that he had
been there before.
Som etimes he acted the part of an innocent, but b~ kn ew
that the villains 1were pretty sure that he was a good hand at
it, so he proceeded accordingly.
They all took their nlaces, and when the cards were laid
down thev cut for deal. ·
The fellow called Rolly won the deal.
Hop was the second player on the left from him.
The ante put up was a dollar.
_
"Me makee lillee blind for fivee dollee more," said the
Chinaman. as the deal began.
He put down the money and the rest nodded,. as though
that kind of playing just suited them.
Bv g-oing- it "blind" meant that Hop was not to look at his
cards until the draw was to be made.
H e allowed them to lay, and when the rest decided to come
in, and put up the money, he picked them up and looked
them over.
·
He was not surprised when he found that he had three
aces cold.
Rolly was quite a clever dealer, and he had fixed thinits
pretty well.
,
The man next to Hop drew three cards.
.
It was to be expected that Hop would take two c~ds, holding the th1·ee aces to draw to.
·
But Cantain Danger was next to him, and somehow the
clever Celestial got it in his head that he was to be the one
to hold the winning- hand.
If such was the case he was to draw cards that would fill
his hand.
The Chinaman did not care who won the first hand, anyhow, so, acting on a thought, he threw down his hand and
said:
"Me takee allee samee five cards."
Rolly was stag-gered.
He looked at the captain and then at the rest of the men.
"Yer want a book. eh?" he queried, as thou/;!;h he thought
the Chinaman had made a mistake.
"Yes, me wantee fivee cards; me no gottee pair."
"All right, then."
The 1·ascally fellow then undertook to slide the cards from
the bottom of the deck.
"You allee samee makee lillee mistake, so be," said Hop,
calmly, as he placed his fingers on the man's hand. "Me
likee um cards flom um top, so be."
"There ain't no use in tryin,.. ter fool ther heathen. Rblly,"
said Captain Danger, winking. "Give hi:vi his cards."
"Me no cheatee, and me no Iikee anybody cheatee," observed Hop. "Me fi~dee somebody whatt'ee cheatee me
shootee, allee samee Young Wild West!"
.
.Again the villains looked at each other.
They did not know just what to make of the Chinaman who
had been brought there to be relieved of w~at money he ha.d.
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He spoke in such an easy way that there was nothing- like
a threat in what he said.
Still, he had said that if any one cheated he would shoot,
the saqie as Young- Wild West would do.
Hop grinned some more.
"Me velly muchee smartee, so be," he observed.
Then Rolly gave him five cards from the top of the pack.
He looked at them casually and then kept them face down
to the table.
He had drawn three kings and a pair of queens.
As the dealer got ready to give the captain his cards Hop
suddenly put his hand on the deck and exclaimed:
"Me bettee hundled dollee me tellee whatee um top card
·
is!"
"I'll take that bet," answered Captain Danger, not noticingthe warning look Rollv gave him.
He counted out the money and Hop quickly covered it.
"What is ther card, Mister Heathen?" asked the captain,
coolly,
"Um king- of spades, so be," was the reply.
Rolly did his best to tl'y and mix th!;) pack, but Hop would
not let him.
Ile took it from him very quickly and then the captain
tumed over the first card.
It was the king- of spades, sure enoug-h!
"You win," the dealer said, quietly. "Now, I reckon we'd
better start ther deal over ag-'in."
There was a smile that was "child-like and bland" on the
fac e of the clever Celestial. as he slipped four cards into his
sleeve.
He had cleverly got hold of the four ac;es with his left
hand while he was talking- to the men.
He put the money in his pocket, and then watched Rolly
shuffle the cards.
Hop knew very well that the dealer was all at sea this
time, and that the car<ls would be dealt in an honest way, because he could not help himself.
Anyhow, he held the winning- hand 1·ig-ht in his sleeve.
1t was called a iack pot, and was opene<l hv the captain,
who was lucky enough to get three queens cold.
All came in.
Hop took one card in the draw this time.
He was too slick for the villains to catch him. and he nut
his whole hand among- those that were discarded.
As luck would have it, the captain g-ot another queen.
He had the next best hand out. and he kept raising- the betting- until all dropped out but Hoo.
At length there was as much as five hundred dollars on
the board.
The villains were 11"etting- nervous, and one of them began
finP-ering- the hilt of his knife.
Hop lighted a cigar, and he drew a giant firecracker from
his pocket at the same time.
"Me laisee um bet to fivee hundled dollee!" he exclaimed

•

CHAPTER VI.
CAPTAIN DANGER TELLS HIS GANG HIS INTENTIONS.

Captain Dang-er looked at the Chinaman in amazement.
But there was no doubting- that Hoo had meant what he
said, for he coollv laid down five one hundred dolla1· bills.
None of the villains imagined that he had as much money
with him as that, and it nearly took away their breath when
they realized it.
But they meant to have it, just the same.
There was no mistake about that.
"You must have a pretty g-ood hand, I reckon," said the
captain, as he drew his wallet. "I've got a good hand myself,
so I'll call yer."
Before doing- so, however, he pulled a revolver from his
.., belt and laid it on the table.
Hop smiled blandly, and then he pulled a big-, old-fashioned
six-shooter from under his coat and laid it down.
"Me play dlaw pokee allec .:arnee l\1clican man," he ob
served.
The giant crac.ker was concealed in his left sleeve, and the
fuse was broken off pretty close, so it was ready to be ex·
ploded at anv time.
The four villains grinned when thev saw the big- i:;hooter.
'l'hev all thou!.!hL the Chinaman was domi.:: i:;ume ;;wful
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bluffing-, for what possible chance could he have aA?ainst them
all?
But they did not know that he had no idea of deoendin2'
on the shooter to carry him through,
Captain Dang-er laid down the money required to call the
bet, and said:
"What have you g-ot, Mister Heathen?"
"Me g-ottee four lillee aces?"
Hop showed the hand and grabbed for the money with his
·
riA?ht hand.
His left went to J:t'is cig-ar at the same time and the fuse
of the cracker was touched to the lighted end of his cigar.
"You're a cheat!" cried Captain Danger. "That money is
mine! Let go of it, or you'll be a dead heathen before · you
can say Jack Robinson!".
Bang-I
The cracker dropped squarely in the villain's lap, exploding- as it did.
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop, grabbing- his revolver and pullingthe trigger.
Bang-!
A reel light shot tluough the shanty, and then all was in
darkness.
When the four villains recovered from the extraordinary
occurrence the door was open and the Chinaman was gone.
Captain Danger's whiskers had been singed bv the exploding- of the cracker and his shirt was smoking-,
He had fallen over backward, and when he got upon his
feet he could see nothing-, but could hear his companions
cursing- roundly,
'·Duped, by jingo!" he cried. "Where is ther heathen?"
"He's gone!" exclaimed Rolly', who was peering- 9.ut of the
door into tl1e darkness. -"Well, ter think that he could have
fooled us that way! What was it he set off, a firecracker?"
One of the other men had struck a match, for the lantern
had been extinguished when Hop fired off the six-shooter
and he pointed to the burning paper that was scattered about
the room.
"Yes, it was a firecracker," he said. "I seen it when Lher
galoot dropped it in ther captain's lap. It was a mi.e:hty
cute trick, I reckon."
"An' we're out quite some money, too," spoke'-up the other
,
of the four.
"He got a pile out of me, an' no mistake." said Captain
Dang-er, shaking- his head. "But I'll git that back, an' more,
too, see if I don't. I'll have some of what Young- Wild West
has got. I'm goin' te1· make that boy wish he'd never been
born, boys! He ain't never g-oin' ter leave Glitter Gulch
alive, fur no galoot what l!.'its ther best of me kin live long
after he does it! He's got money, most likely, an' I'll git
hold of it after he goes under. There's goin' ter be some tall
work done here in ther Gulch afore many hours. I've been
studyin' ther thing over putty good since what happened in
ther Coyote saloon to-night. When I rode into ther blamed
old place to-night I thought I was goin' ter have things my
own way, an' make ther miners have all ther more fear of
me, same as was always ther case when I clone it. But thi,:.
here boy an' his pards has ter be there, an' they change ther
programme."
The lant~rn was lighted while he was talking-, and one of
the villains · had shut the door.
It ·so lm::mened that none of the men who constituted the
bad crowd that was called the "Dangerous Gang-" h'ad been
in the saloon when the captain took his medicine from YoungWild West.
He had not told them much about ihe occurrence, either,
an<l the three who were present were anxious io know all
about it.
Rolly knew oreity nearly what had happened. for he harl
heard it from thP miners.
"But he wanted to hear it from the lips of the leade1· of the
gang.
It was just then that there came a knol.'k a the door.
"Come in!" Rolly called out, for thf' ~;hanty was suppo: rd
to belong to him.
The door opened and in walked five men.
They WCI'!' the rest of the Dangerous Gang-. and the\ h;-,rl
came there because the captain had told one of them that he
wanted to have a little talk ·with them.
"Come right in, boys.'' said Rolly, a:--:· hP 1rnl!Pd a longbench out for them to sit upon. "It's too bad yer didn't hap
pen along- a littlP sooner. Yer might ha\'e 1.Jeen able Ler
catch a :,mart heathen what wa" here.''
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"Young Wild West's smart heathen, I s'pose ?" one of
them observed, as he took a seat.
"Yes; that's rig-ht."
'
"I've heard a whole lot of talk about Young Wild West an'
his pards, an' ther gals what's with 'em, an' ther two heathen
Chinese servants they've got. That's about all ther crowd is
talkin' about down in Fatty Bill's. They seem ter think that
Young Wild West is ace high, all right. He sorter put it
to yer, captain, didn't he?"
"Yes; there's no use in saying he didn't," replied the captain, a frown creeping- over his forehead.
"He got ther drop on ver, an' then he throwed yer out of
ther barroom, they say?"
"Yes, he done that, all right. He's a mighty strong
young-ster_ an' he's as quick as lightnin'. That's why he
throwed me out."
"Well, he handled a galoot ther same way in the tavern
after he left you."
"Is that so?"
Captain Danger seemed to be pleased to hear that he was
not the only one who had suffered defeat at the hands of
Young Wild West.
He listened to what they all had to say and soon became
convinced that it was nothing out of the ordinary for bad
men to get their medicine from Young ·wild West.
'"l'her boy is a regular hummer, it seems," he observed,
when he had told just what happened to him at Fay Bill's.
"But I can' understand why it is that he's managed ter live
so long-. I'll bet he won't neve1l git out of Glitter Gulch alive.
unless he goes to-night! I'm goin' ter be ther one what will
put ther finishin' touch to him an' his pards. You all know
that I ain't ther one ter allow a galoot ter live very long,
after doin' what he done. He made a laughin'-stock of me.
an' right before them what has always been afraid of me! I
couldn't let that go, boys. It would mean that I was afraid
of him. I ain't s'posed ter be afraid of any one livin', an' I
ain't either. You all know that."
"That's right, cap," said Rolly. while the rest nodded.
"Jest because ther boy got ther drop on me an' took ther
starch out of me, 'cause I knowed I had ter give in or die.
don't say that I'm afraid of him. An' jest because he was
clever enough an' strong enough ter catch me unawares an'
chuck me out of ther saloon, don't say that he's goin' ter be
let alone by me. I made a mistake when I tried ter git a
shot at him, I know. I shouldn't have showed my hand that
way. But I was so mad that I couldn't help it. His pard done
a putty slick thing in shootin' my revolver out of my hand,
too. I thought I was gone when I seen ther flash of his
shooter. That galoot has got ter die. too!" 1
"We may as well make a job of it, an' clean out ther other
one, too," spoke up one of the villains. "Then we kin make
love to ther three gals they brought to ther Gulch with 'em,
an' ther won't be no one ter interfere with us."
"Have yer seen ther gals, Mike?" asked Rolly.
"Yes, I was there when they come. They're mighty fine
pals. I kin say. Two of 'em ain't a great si.e:ht more'n children, an' ther other one must be somewheres between twenty
an' thirty. One of ther younger ones is a beauty. She's
what yer calls a blonde. She's Young Wild West's gal, they
say. an' her name is Arietta."
Mike had been pretty inquisitive, for he had learned considerable about our friends, and the rest listened, as he told
what he knew.
"I s'pose Young Wild West means ter marry that gal some
time. don't he?" asked Captain Danger.
"Most likely," Mike answered.
"Well, I'll be ther one as marries her. boys! An' ther weddin' will take place out in ther cave- we've g-ot ready ter take
to, in case we ever g-it in a tig-ht nlace, an' have ter leave
here. It'll take place inside of two days, too. Jest bear
that in mind! I ain't seen ther bride-te1·-be, but I'll marry
her jest 'cause she's Young Wild West's sweetheart. By
jingo! I'll try an' fix things so ther young- galoot kin see
ther weddin' ceremony afore he dies. We've g-ot ther name of
bein' a Dangerous Gang-, an' we may as well let ourselves
out fur fair now. Rolly kin hav one of ther other gals, and
ther third one ther rest of yer kin chuck dice fur. Jest leave
this thing- ter me! I'll think over a g-ood scheme, all right.
Young- Wild West an' his pards will find out what a dangerous gang ther Dangerous Gang- is, an ' don't yer
furg-it it!"

CHAPTER V1I.
WILD GETS A LITTLE BETTER ACQUAINTED.

When Hop J!:Ot back to the tavern, after his exciting adventure in the shanty, he foun<l our hero and his partners
getting anxious about him.
Wild had sent for him, but no one had been able to find
him.
Hop quickly explained all that had happened, and when he
had nmshed the scout slapped him on the back and exclaimed:
"Great gimlets! But you're a Jucky heathen. rs well as
smart! Yer got ther best of ther gang what was tryin' ter
clean yer out, eh?- Well, I would have lik ed ter been there
an' seen that. Stole four aces from ther pack, an' then
beat 'em out with a firecracker! Ha. ha. ha!"
Hop was very proud over his achievement, and he stmtte<l
about like a peacock.
After he hatl thought for a few moments Wild turned to
Hoo and said:
"Just show me where that shanty is. I want to find out
something about this dang-erous 11:ang- we have hea1d so much
about. According to what you have said that shanty must
be a sort of headquarters for the rascals."
"Me showee allee samee plettv quickee, Misler Wild," was
the reply.
"All rig-ht. Come on!"
Our friend:; were in the barroom at the time this co:wersation took place, but they had not been talking- loud enough
to allow the customers jn the room to hear.
They had gathered in a corner, and no one had attempted
to ioin them, after they saw that they were conversing in low
tones.
Wild an<l the Chinaman left the tavern, goinJ!: out by the
rear door.
They auicklv turned and headed for the shanty, however,
and as thev neared it Hop told our hero about the three
bushes being very close to the 1·ear of it.
"All right, Hop," was the reply. "We'll g-et around there.
then."
They had no sooner got into the bushes when they 'heard
approaching footsteps and voices.
It was just then that the fi 1c men came to the shanty. as
has been told of.
When Wild saw them from the bushes. and had counted
them, he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"I reckon that is where they hold their meetings, Hop,"
he whispered.
"Velly muchee likely, so be," was the retort.
"Well. it may not be very polite to do i.t , but I am li:oing
to find out what they talk about. I know very well that
Captain Dang-er means me. and it is no more than 1·fa'ht that
I should try to find out how he intends to proceed to get
square with me. He would have shot me dead in the saloon
if Charlie had not knocked the revolver out of his hand with
a bullet. That shows what he would do if he could get a sly
shot at me."
"Velly bad man, so be," Hop answered. "Me findee outee
light away lat um all bad mans. Ley tly to takee my money,
but me no lettee. Me takee leir money, so be."
"Well. iust keep very quiet now. I am going to get up
under that window and do some listening.''
"All light, Misler Wild.''
It was no doubt a very g:ood thing that Wild thoug-ht of
listening to what the villains had to say, for he heard all
that was said. that has already been told to the reader.
Two or three times while Captain Danger was telling- what
he meant to do the young deadshot had to restrain himself
from making his presence knov.11.
But he possessed the best of judgment ,and he concluded
that it was best to let the villains try to go their lengh.
One thing- about it, in case anything did happen, he now
knew enough to work the thing- down to a ouick finish.
As the conversation came to a dose and the men beg-an
leaving the shanty, Wild crept back to where Hop was waitinJ('.
"Come on," said he. "We will go back to the tavern now.
I have learned that the Dan!Z'erous Gang means to clean us
all out. I'll show them something they never dreamed of before I get through with them, though."
"Lat light, Misler Wild," was the reply. "You velly soonee
makee um gang velly muchee sickee."
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hand. Then I'll start at them. I want them to
rf'te two went around through the ,~oods and soon arrived show their
t move in the game."
fir
the
make
at the tavern.
"W ell, I'll tell a few men what kin be relied on that Cap"Now. Hop, I guess you have shown yourself enough for
has put up a job to clean you folks out. .l'll
to-night." said Wild. "You had better hide the money you tain Danger
much in order to git them interested ."
that
do
ter
have
are
cp.ances
The
low.
have got in some good place and lav
You know what's best, I suppose. The
then.
right,
"All
rob
to
chance
a
for
that the Dangerou s Gang will be watching
about thi s is because I1 don't want it
you
to
spoke
I
reason
in
you
kill
to
you; and if thev do try it thev won't hesitate
to Glitter Gulch for the purpose of
here
came
I
that
thought
order to do it. You Jay low, do vou hear?"
nine of the gang, but with my
are
There
trouble.
making
"Me lay velly muchee low, Misler Wild."
soon down them. I've tackled
could
I
reckon
I
help
partners'
when
up,
was
Wild told his partners and the girls what
such gangs before, you know."
he got a chance to talk with them.
"An' you always came out at ther top, too, didn't yer?"
Of course, the girls were not a little disturbed when they
"You kin bet your life he did!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
heard that they were picked to become the wives of three of
who had refrained from saying anything so fl!,r. "Wild althe villainous gang.
out on top. Sometime s it looks as though he
But .they had the greatest of confidenc e in Young Wild ways comes
ain't goin' ter, but he always manages ter, jest the1· same."
West and his partners, and so they did not worry much.
"Well," said Jake Murray, "if that gang goes ter cuttin'
They kn ew that, being forewarne d, the young deadshot
up an' makin' things warm ·fur ther honest element here
would quickly find a way to down them.
they've got ter be downed, that's all. As I said afore, yer
The next morning they were up bright and early.
The sun had come up like a great ball of fire, which gave kin count on me."
They talked it over.a little longer, and then they started off
all jndication s of a very warm day before them.
rounds of the camp.
But almost everybody in Glitter Gulch was used to warm to make the
About five minutes later, when they came to a little pass
days, so there was little or no comment to be heard,
through a high cliff they suddenly were con·
After breakfast Wild and Charlie went for a walk around that broke
.
fronted by two horsemen .
the mining camp.
One of them was Captain Danger, and there was a sardonic
They wanted to get better acquainte d ·with the good peosmile on hi s evil-looki ng face.
ple there.
They soon found that they had become verv popular with
the majority of the miners, for those who had not seen or
h<>ard of them before had spread it around what thev were
CHAPTE R VIII.
like.
bv
operated
and
owner!
was
Gulch
th<'
in
mine
big-g-est
'l'.he
THE STAGE COACH IS HELD UP.
a syndicate , and the man in charge was a native of Denver,
Murray.
Jacob
named
Both Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had been
The Ten Sopt was th e name of the mine, and Jake. as he on the alert the moment they heard the approach of the
was called by everybody in the district, was a nice sort of a horses, and they were ready for business when they were conman, well experienc ed in the business he was eng:aged in and fronted bv Captain Danger and his companio n, who was no
a thorough Westerne r.
other than the villain called Rolly.
It was g-enerally known that he v.:as not afraid of Captain
The two\ had seen our friends go up to the Ten Spot Mine
was
it
Dang-er, but as the two had never had any troub'e,
and they had mounted their horses and made around to the
not known which of the two was the real boss of the mining little pas;; for the express purpose of intercepti ng them.
camp.
It was evident that Captain Danger thoug-ht he had them
better, conside1·If it came to a showdown , as one of the miners said. Jake dead to rights, but he should have known
Murray would have a big majoritv of the miners on his side. ing- what had taken place th e night before.
The villain had a revolver in his hand, an1l he evidently
Why the Dangerou s Gang waR tolerated in Glitter Gulch
Wild
none of them could exactly tell. But so long- as the bad thoug-ht sure he could raise it in time to p1·event Young
crowd did not do anything- openly that was verv bad they West from drawing one.
"So we meet ag-'in, Young- Wild West?" he said, the smile
• were Jet alone, and Cap~n Danger he!d the undisputed title
broadenin g on his fare. "It is under a little different cirof the "boss bad man" of the Gulch.
drop on me,
Wild was directed to Jake Murray by one of the men, who cumstanc es than last night. Then vou got the
was anxious to have law and order in the camp, and when our but now--"
As quick as a fla sh the young deadshot jPrked h,s t'evolve,
hero met the man he made up his minrl rig-hf awav that he
from the holster.
~·as a good one.
"Drop that ;;hooter, yon sneaking covote?" lie Pxclaimed .
It so happened that ·Murray had nPver heard of Young Wild
·
The two horsemen were disma~'ed .
West, but there was nothing so strange in thi s, since he
Never had they seen a weapon 1mllecl as quickly as thaL
paid little attention to anything outside of his own bu sinesR.
Cheyenne Charlie had been less than a Recond in covering
He • hook hands with him and nodded his head in a satisRolly, too, and the two villains sat on thefr horse;;, their l'e
fied way.
volvers in their hands, but not daring to rai sP thPrn to the.
"You're what I call a fine specimen of a boy of ther West."
"Drop your shooter, Captain Danger!"
you.
with
d
acquainte
g-et
to
he said. "I'm more than glad
command rang- out clear and distinct.
The
have
little,
a
Danger
So you have been warming up Captain
Wild West meant business, and there was no mbYoung
real
anv
had
never
I
it.
you? Well, he certainly needs
it.
taking
tamed.
be
to
needs
he
trouble with ther galoot; but I know
The .face of the villainous leader of the Dang-prous GangI heard about what happened in Fattv Bill's place last night. turned 'white and he let his revolver drop to the ground.
You must.tie a cyclone!"
His companio n did the same thing, though he had not b<'en
"Hardly that, I reckon. But such ruffians as Captain Dan- told to do so.
ger are a little too slow for me, that's all," was the laughing"That's right," said Charlie. nodding to him.· "If ye1· ha<111't
reply.
done that I was g-oin' ter drop yer, yer measly coyote! I waR
Then Wild told him how he had listened at the window of jest waitin' ter see whether yer wanted ter live a little longei•
or not. "
the shanty and had heard the plotting of the scoundrel s.
"Git out!" exclaimed Jake Murray. "So they're goin' ther
"So you think we meet under different circumstanc<'s this
gang
that
West,
limit now, are they? Well, Young Wild
time, eh, Captain Danger?" remarked our hero. a calm smilc>
has got ter be downed, an' I'll help yer do ther .iob. Ther've playing- about his lips. "Will vou please explain yourself? "
"I thought I had you, that's all," was the reply.
certainly declared war ag'in you an' your friends, so it is fur
'
"Ah! You thought so, eh?"
you ter catch ther bull by ther horns. You go right ahead,
"You might know I did, by the wav I spoke."
an' I'll guarantee that you'll have · ther majority of ther
There's
"Well, I think vou made a big mistake when vou thought
miners on your side, if it comes ter a general fight.
a good many here who's afraid of Captain Danger, but they that way. How about it?"
"Well, there's another time coming. mavbe."
don't like him. They won't take any pa1t, most likely. But
"There is another time coming, all right. But when it
there's them what will take part; I'll see to that!"
this
about
anythingyou'll be apt to go under. I promi::,e von that the next
say
comes
Don't
Murray.
"All right, Mr.
to
chance
a
<l=w :i. shoote1· on vou I am .e:oin1? to brirur vo11 down.
Ga.DJ!:
I
s
time
DanJZerou
the
Y"t I am iroing- to zive
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I mean what I say! Now I am going to give you a b:t of
This is the way the boss of the T en Spot Mine explai~ d it.
good advice. It is that you make up your mind to be fair
The driver cracked his whip, and away went the outfit.
and square. and give up the idea of trying to kill and rob
"They'll fetch uo in Phoenix about ther middle of ther
us and abduct the girls that belong to our party. I know afternoon, I reckon,"
you have planned to do this, and by rights I should shoot late in startin', but oldsaid Murray. "They're a little mite
you and your friend there without giving you a chance. I He knows his business.Pete has got four good horses there.
He's been drivin' ever since the
am not going to do that, however, because I am not built place came to be
a minin' camp, an' he ain't never had an
that way. You can do as you like, but I assure you that the accident of any kind
next time I pull a shooter on you I am going to drop you! throu_g-h to Phoenix allyet. He'll take that happy pa:;:;senger
rig-ht."
Now, then., just tum around and show us how fast you can
But in less than half an hour later Murray had reason to
ride through that pass-the two of you do it! Do '.'{OU hear?" change his mind about
that.
But it was hardly necessa1y to ask if they heard. for they
He was just going 'to leave to !!'et back to the mine. when
were wheeling their hors~ around before the words were the clatter of hoofs and
the rumble of wheels sounded.
out of his mouth.
Then what should burst into view but the· stage coach,
Away they galloped through the pass, as though they were the driver whipping his
horses like mad.
running a mad race to see who would get through first.
He reined thelr\ in at the front of the tavern and pointed
"Wild, let me have a shot at cine of their hats?" Charlie inside the stage coach.
exclaimed, as he raised his rifle to his shoulder.
Several men were there, and they hastened to see what he
Our hero nodded.
meant.
Crang!
"What's t)1er matter, Pete?" asked the proprietor of the
The sharp report rang out and Rolly made a grab for his tavern, running- out.
hat, but too late to catch it, for the scout's bullet hit the rim
"Road a!!'ents!" was the reply. "My passenger gpt shnt
and clipped it off his head as cleanly as though a hand had an' robbed!"
,
done it.
Young Wild West and his pa1tners were at the side of the
"Whoopee! " yelled Charlie. "Look at ther galoots go!"
vehicle in a iiffv.
Wild smiled.
The excited
had not exaggerate d any when he :;:;aid
He was well satisfied with the result of the meeting with his passenger driver
had been shot.
the two villains.
The man was dead!
"I reckon they know what's what now, Charlie." he sairl.
He lay in the bottom of the sta_g-e coach as he had fallen,
"You kin bet vour life thev do!" was the reply. "If they probablv, for it is hardlv
likelv that old Petf'. as he was
don't they're putty thick, that's all."
called, had taken time to e.e.-t down from the box and look
Half an hour later our two friends were sitting on the at him.
porch at the tavern with Jim Dart.
it easy. my friend ." Wild said to him. as he walked
They were relating what had happened to Jim when Mur- to "Take
the front of the vehicle. "Just t<'ll us what happened."
ray came along.
"Well, I hadn't _got more'n about two miles an' a half outThe boss of the Ten Spot Mine had heard the shot that side of ther
camp when two masked _galoots steps out an'
Charlie fired, and he had been anxious ever since it happened orders
me ter halt. They had ther drop on me, so I done so.
to learn what it was done for.
Then my passenger fired a shot at 'em an' missed. One
Wild introduced Jim, and then Murrav asked:
of ther galoots let go two or three shots at him an' he caverl
"Who fired that shot after you'd been away from the mine in.
Then, while ther other one held a r evolver p'inted at me.
a few minutes?"
he went throug-h ther man's pockets an' took all he had. I
"I did," answered Charlie.
was ordered ter turn around an' ride back, which l done
"What did you shoot at?"
mighty quick. That's all there is to it."
"Ther hat what was on ther head of one of the1· Dangerous
"You haven't any idea who the two masked galoots were.
Gang."
have you?"
"Is that so?"
"No. I couldn't tell whether I'd ever seen 'em afore or
"That's right, Mr. Murray." spoke up our hero. "We run
against Captain Danger and one of his men mther sudaenly, not. I was a little excited, an' they was masked. so I couldn't
their faces."
and they thought they had us dead to rights. But they soon see"Come,
boys!" exclaimed Young Wild West, as he ran to '
found out that they had made a mistake, for, though they
both had shooters in their Jw.nds, they were not quick enough. get his horse. "We've got some work to do!"
We made them drop their shooters, and then. after I had
given them a little advice, I told them to Jig-ht out. Charlie
wanted to try a shot ' at one of their hats, so I let him go
ahead. He knocked tl1e hat off the galoot's head, and that
CHAPTER IX.
hustled them along a bit faster."
"Great Jupiter! So thev were after you, eh?"
THE CAVE OF THE GANG.
"Yes: they wanted us bad.Iv. too."
"Well. I reckon Captain Danger must be showin' his hand
Captain Danger and his man Rolly were in anything- bt
fur fa/ir."
a pleasant frame of mind when
galloped throug-h the
"As far as we are concerned, he is. But I told him the short pass and came out into the they
.,,-oods at the other side.
nPxt time I pulled a shooter on him I was going to drop
They had passed -through an experience that was not altohim."
g-ether to their liking, and they were heartily idad when
"Yer did, eh? What did he say to that?"
they were out of it.
"Not a word."
Rolly was pale as a ghost
"Well, I reckon you'll do ther right thing if yer do drop side the black his leader rode.when he reined in hi~ horse behim. Young- Wild West."
The fact that he was bareheaded , and Ms hair fl.ving- all
"Oh, I didn't exactly mean that. I wouldn't shoot him un- over his ·head made him look
all the more frightened.
less it was to keep him fi:om shooting some one else. I never
"Cap, I reckon them two galoots is real dangerous, " he
yet dropped a scoundrel without it being absolutely neces- said.
t;arv to do it."
"Yes, but they are bucking- against ==t dan.,.erous lot ,of
"l don't believe yer did. But, hello! Here comes ther men,"-was the reply. "Doyer
know one thing, Rolly? We re
stage coach. She's late goin' out to-dav."
in fur it now! YoungWest has be
goin' around this
A rather dilapidated stag-e coach of the old-fashion ed type rno111in' findin' out howWild
miners stand. He means ter
came around the corner of the blacksmith shop iust then. start a fight ag'in us an' ther
clean us out. I don't know how he
the prancing leaders acting- verv frisky, as though they were found out what we meant
te1· do, but he has found it out,
anxious to ll'et on the long-, rockv road to Phoenix.
jest ther same. vVe may as well strike in an'
what we
The driver was a smooth-fac ed man of sixty, and he held kin do, right now. Come on! We'll ride outshow
hold up
the ribbons as though he took great pride in beinl? master ther stag-e coach when it comes along. We ain'tan'
never done
of the outfit.
anything as bold as that yet. But it's time ter begin now."
Thel'e ~s onlv one passenger to go, and when the stage
"What!"
t:oach halted before the tavern he came out and boarded it.
Rollv gasped for his breath.
He was a man who had made quite a pilP and was now
"I mean what
say," retorted the captain. "I've l?Ot a
starting to retum to his home in Missouri·.
couple of masks in my pocket. Here's one of 'em. Ther
0
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Gang had managed to steal it without the
stage coach will be along putty soon, so we'll start right f The Dangerous
until the wagon got to its destinadiscovered
being
theft
up
stirrin'
a
camp
old
blame
ther
give
now. I reckon we'll
of it being found.
chance
no
was
there
so
tion,
done
we
that
know
ever
will
one
No
what it ain't had yet.
The whisky had been taken out and carried to Glitter Gulch
ther holdin' up, an' if they do find it out 1 don't care. We're
the barrel was empty.
out fur all we kin )'.!.'it now, an' it's death ter Young Wild in small quantities, and now
to it, and shook it.
over
walked
Danger
Captain
on!"
Come
him.
ter
friencllv
West an' all them what's
he observed.
g-uess,"
I
inside,
bone_
a
as
"Dry
a
in
him
to
handed
was
that
Rolly took the black mask
"That's right, cap," replied Rolly, "We got ther last putty
.
.
mechanical way.
/'
It was evident that he could hardly realize what the cap- nigh a week ago."
"I wish we had a little now. It wouldn't 'iro bad."
tain meant. .
7/f)1hat's pght.
A drink wouldn't go bad jest now.•
But it flashed upon him a moment later, and the thought of
"Well, we ain't got it, so we'll iro without it till we
the plunder they would be likely to get made him ready and
tcr Fatty Bill's. Jest figure up what each man ouirht ter
wil!ing to carry out the daring scheme.
might have ter side fur a day or
"We'll go to ther cave as soon as vve clean out ther pas- bring over to-night. We There's
no tellin' jest what's go1n'
or other.
sengers," went on Captain Danger, in a matteT-of- fact way. two some time
,,git them goals here we'll have ter lay low
"We tnay as well g-it l'eacly tel' make our quarters there. ter happen. If wewant
ter make it appear that we've carried
fur a while. We
anyhow."
'em off ter some other place. This cave ain't tar be found
"All rig-ht, cap."
one would find it. unless they was
Then the two villains, who ·had made up their minds to go very easy, yer know.us No
here."
still deeper in crime and become road agents, rode off to ter foller sonie ofsome
things ter use in cookin', some more
"Well. we want
wait for the stag-e coach, which they both knew was due to
blankets an' somethin' ter set down on. We oug-ht ter have.
start from Glitter Gulch at about that time.
a table, too. If we kin manage ter fetch 'em over to-night
They got to a spot that would suit and dismounted .
fur a starter. anyhow."
'l'hen they had to wait much long-er than they expected to, we'll be puttv well fixed
"I reckon we kin manag-e it all rig-ht. S'pose we iro back
for, as has already been told, the stag-e coach was rather late
to tl1er camp now?"
in leaving that morning-.
"I reckon we'd better. · But we'd better sz;o ther same way
But• when it came along they g-ot in their work quickly.
it may be that some one's lookin' around
If they had not been enraged :from the way they had been as we come, fur
called by Young· Wild West they would hardly have taken fur ther road ag-ents."
"Young Wild West might be lookin' fur 'em. He is one '
such a desperate step. and when they realized that murder.
ther kinrl that likes ter hunt road agents, they say."
of
little
a
not
were
they
commltted
been
had
theft,
as
well
as
bet he is. cap."
"I'll
frio·htened.
"We'll keep our eyes peeled when we g-o out. Come on!"
It was Captain Danger who had shot the passenge1·, and
They had brought their horses right into the cave with
not until they reached the cave they had spoken of did he
them,
crime.
the
say a word concerningThe cave was located in a deep cut that ran in a zisz;-zaJt
Then he looked at the only man who knew of it an<l said:
along the sloping side of the mountain range, and it
fashion.
Rolly?"
I.
"I done it. didn't
more than a quarter of a mile from the trail that
not
was
he
"But
reply,
the
was
cap,"
clean,
him
"You f;artinlv shot
from Glitter Gulch.
Pho!!'nix
into
led
·
e."
sh0t first. It. was in self-defens
Though Captain Danger said it was hidden so that no one
''That's it!" and the face of the captain brig-htened.
would be- apt to find it, the cave was really one that would
He seemed to feel better now. .
discovered quite easily, providinl? a 5harp person Will!
be
lieuhis
cap?"
fixed,
ever
yef
"Was that ther first .e:aloot
for such a place.
looking
and
cave
the
in
stone
a
lenant queried, as he rolled over
All one would have to ~o would be to make a search of the
made a seat for himself.
"Yes. ther first one that way. Of course, I've dropped a cut.
Siill, ,lhere were other openinirs that had the appearance
· few in barroom rows, an' ther like. But that's ther first one
and it mlgl)t be that it would be
I ever put out oi ther way fur ther sake of ther money he of being mouths of caves,
ovedooked.
had."
The two tnen mounted their horses and, rode outside.
"But yer didn't do it altogether for that. He shot first,
They took a good look both up and down the nan-ow cut
.
yet· know."
seeing nothing, the captain
"Yes. but ther people in Glitter Gulch won"t look at it that before proceeding farther, and,
said:
wav. That's what's botherin' me."
"I reckon everythini:r's all rig-ht, Rolly. Come on."
"Well, what do you care how they'll look at it? In ther
Off they rode, and just before they reached the scene of
first place, it ain't likely that they'll kno\v who it was what
they turned to the left and headed for the
made ther holdup. Cap, yer ain't as confident as yer was the late holdup
roundabout way.
when yer proposed this. Then it was me that couldn't see mining camp in a without
meeting any one, and when thev
They got there
through it, an' now it's you. You made me so surprised when
their horses they began to feel safe.
ye1· proposed ther thing that I didn't know what ter sav. But had put awav sl)anty
belonging- to Rolly that they were at
It was the
since that time I've been thinkin' over it. an' now I feel that
now. for it was in the little stable in the rear of this that the
we've sta1ted on ther road ter wealth, fur fair."
·
"That's right. Rolly. I'm glad ter hear yer talk that way. captain kept his horse.
Rolly broug-ht out some whisky, and after each had swalYou've g-ot it jest 1·ight. We're on ther road ter wealth, alt
Danger breathed a sig-h of rerig-ht. We'll foller up this business, riow that we're in it. lowed a stiff horn Captain
·
Of course, we've got ter let ther g-ang know all about it. lief.
"Now," said he, "J reckon we'll take a walk down to Fatty
Jost g-it things in shape here as much as yer kin. To-night
out what's goin' on."
we'll all come out here an' hold a little meetin'. It's a irood Bill's and find We'll
tell ther boys we was up on ther ledge
"All right.
thing- we found this cave. Ever since we did find it I've been
I
'
thinkin' about <loin' the very thing we've started on now. prospectih', cap."
"Yes, that's it. We don't know nothin' about the-r holdup,
Now it's come. Here's ther nlace where I'll many ther gal
of course. That will be a bi.a- surprise ter us."
that Young· · Wild West calls his sweetheart ."
·Roll_v grinned.
"An' I'll m<1,rry ther youngest of ther other two, cap,"
The next minute the two left the shanty and walked
·
•
added Rolly, rubbing his hands.
was not very far away.
"An' ther rest of ther gang- kin chuck dice fut., ther other leisurely toward the saloon, which
t
one. Ha, ha, ha!"
It struck the villain as being- very funny, though fo;:t why
it would be hard to imagine, ·
CHAPTER X.
There was not much fixing up to be done in the cave--or,
rather, there was no chance to do it, since there was nothing
~ILD SETS A TR,\.P,
to do it with.
All there was in the line of furniture in the cave was a few
Youn,g- Wild West and hls partners were soon mounted and
:. ._
blankets and an empty barrel.
over the trail
away
stolen
been
had
which
whisky,
contained
had
The barrel
They thought the. might possibly come across the two
from a wagon that had been going to th mining camp two
mad ai:rents that had held u,p the stage coach and shot t)le
weeks before.
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passenger. or possibly find some clue to their whe):eabouts.
There was nothing there that would afford a chance to ril!.'
As they rode along Wild was doing some pretty hard up any trap, as far as he could
see.
thinking.
And with our hero it was the same way.
"Boys," said he, suddenly, "I wouldn't be a bit surprised if
Then they walked outside.
we find out that the Dangerous Gang is responsible for the.
Once there they both saw something that looked as though
hold up. There were only two of them, the d1iver said, and it would help them out.
we met two of the gang, Cha1·lie."
The cut was so narrow right before the mouth of the cave
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "Yer kin bet that that no more tluin two horses
could well pass abreast.
it was them same two what done ther busines. S'pose Jim
There was quite a steep slant above the mouth, and on a
goes an' looks fur them galoots, while you an' me goes out ledge about thil'ty feet above was
a big rock t\1at weighed
along ther trail? If Captain Danger an' ther other feller tons.
ain't ter be found around ther camp it will show putty well
This was right on the edge. so that it would require 'but
th·at they was ther ones?"
little to dislodge it and send it rolling into the cut.
"A good idea, Charlie. Go on, Jim. Ride straight to the
And when it came down it was· almost certain to land so
spot where we last saw the two, and then follow the little it would effectually block the mouth
of the cave.
pass and go on around through the camp. If you find them
"Charlie, you stay here and keep a lookout; I am going up
it will show that they are not the ones, 01· else they have there and find out how much it will take
to move that rock,
come back pretty quick."
so it will come down," said Wild.
Jim was soon riding back at a swift pace.
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon you've got· ther trap
Wild and Charlie went on. however, and at length they all right. Ther only thing ter do now is ter set it
fur the1•
came to a halt at the identical spot where the holdup had Dangerous Gang,"
occurred.
Wild climbed quite easily to the ledge.
Then began a search which lasted for over an hour.
When he got there he was pleased to discover that the rock
The ground being hard and stony, the villains had managed was almost ready to topple over, and that one man
could
to conceal their trail pretty well.
easily push it over.
But our two friends were persistent, and they found it
"Throw me up a lariat. Charlie," he said, as he leaned over
after a while.
the leda-e.
Then thev rode into the narrow cut and allowed their horses
"Right yer are, Wild."
to u:o ahead at a walk.
Up came the scout's lariat.
Wild and Charlie were both keen of sight.
Wild soon made the rope fast to the rock by puttinl!,' the .
They were on the watch continually , and anything that loop around the upper pa1·t of it.
looked like a cave was examined by them.
As if nature had arranged things just for
to proceed
In this way they finally came upon the cave the two vil- with his scheme, there were plenty of scra11:inrhim
bushes growlains had left but a sho1t time before, for they had been too ing on the slope, and he let the rope come down
through
long in getting there to catch them in it.
them, so it was concealed from view.
'.Che two dismounted .
He had not figured out what he was going- to
"I reckon we're on the right track, Charlie," our hero whis- other end of the l~riat yet, but he wanted to do withitthe
so
pered. "We will now find out whether there is any one in that the villains would trap themselves when arranl!,'e
they came to
here or not. One thing, there has been somebody here lately the cave.
•
-very lately, I should say."
Inside the cave, a few feet from the mouth.
a rock
"Yes. There are hoofprints leading to and from the cave, that might afford a sort of protection if it werewas
rolled up,
Wild," was the scout's reply.
in case of an attack.
"That makes it appear that they have been here and gone
The moment Wild had a good look at it he decided on a
away again."
plan of action.
The young deadshot left his partner outside with the
"Charlie," said he, just help me to get the end of this rope
horses and crept softl y inside the cave.
un<;ler that rock."
·
It was quite a risky thing to do, but he was used to taking
"All rig-ht, Wild. But what's that fur?"
1fak$.
"Well, it is hardly likely that the galoots will come here
Holding a revolver in his hand, ready to use it at the least before to-night. It will be dark then. so they won't see the
rope. If they do come we must make it our business to folnotice, he went inside.
It was quite dark. but once inside he was able to see low them. \-1ihen they get in here we will let out a yell and
Pretty well all over the cave, which was a pretty good-sized fire a couple of shots. It will be more than likely that they
one.
will push this rock up as quickly as they can to p1·otect the
There was every evidence of horses having been there but entrance."
"That's right. I'd do that very thin.c: myself."
a short time before, so it was only natural that they should
"Well. when the rock is rolled over it will give a pull on it,
come to the conclusion that they had belonged to the two
won't it?"
villains .who had held up the stage coach.
"It sartinly will. I see now, Wild! Then down will come
Whether they were Captain Danger and his companion,
whom thev had met that morning, i-emained to be found out. that big rnck from above. Whew!"
The scout slapper! his thig-h with delight.
"Well, what do you think of this place, Charlie?" Wild
"That's a trap all right," he added.
asked, when he had called the scout in, after finding that
"Well, it may not work, but we will set the trap, just the
there was no one there.
"It looks as though they're jest gittin' it ready fur a hidin' same."
"Sartin. If it is in ther nil!.'ht time when they come here
place, Wild," was the reply. "Didn't yer say that yer heard
that galoot of a Captain Danger say that he was goin' ter it's bound ter work. Now. over with ther rock!"
"Not too far. Charlie. We don't want to tig-hten the rope
take ther gals to a cave somewhere ?"
"By jingo! I forgot about that, Charlie. This must be the so the rock will come down while we're in here. I am not
identical place he was talking of. That makes 'it all plain anxious to be imprisoned in a cave of this kind, even if it
to me now. The Dangerous Gang means to hold forth here, was for only a short time."
"We'll be mighty careful about that."
and it was the captain and the other fellow we had the meetWild fixed the rope the way he wanted it, and then the
ing with that held up the stage coach. We will have the
rock was rolled upon it.
whole thing down fine pretty soon, I reckon."
It was drawn all but taut. and another turn of the rock
''I reckon so."
would most likely bring the big one down from above.
"Do you know what l am going to do, Charlie?"
"There!" exclaimed our hero, surveying his work. "I
''What. Wild?"
reckon that is a trap, all right. 'l'he rope wouldn't be hardly
''Set a trap for the scound.1.'els."
noticed in the daytime, much less in the dark."
''Good! What are yer goin' ter do?"
"You're 1i.e:ht on that."
"l 'll have Lo think of it. But there is one thing certain,
"Well, we
watch the galoots closely, and the moment
1md that is thaL they will come here, sooner or later. Now, any of them will
the Gulch we will follow them. I wonder
then, the thing is to set a trap, so they will be caul!.'ht in how Jim has leave
made out?"
here. Just look around a little and see if you can make a,
"I hope he ain't run inter any trouble."
rng-g-estion. "
"Oh, he is pretty cautious. Charlie. Jim is always on
'fhe scout took a close !uok at Lhe interior of the cave.
the watch for danger:•
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"I know that. He's a little more careful than I am sometimes. Are yer g-oin' back now?"
"Yes; come on."
The two now left the cave. and, after looking the scene
oYer, they mounted their horses and rode back to the trail.
A few minutes later thev came in sig-ht of the tavern, and
when they found Jim sitting on the porch they felt relieved.
Whether he had discovered anything· of importance or not,
Jim was. all right, and that was one ,rood thing-.
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had been one of the road agents, so he declared that he was
going out dn a little scouting trip to try and discover something.
lt wa::; about an hou!· before noon when he left the tavern
by the rear way.
The searching party was not in ivet, but he felt pretty
certain that it would not find the cave the two villains had
been at, ·unless by accident.
Our hero thought it would be advisable to go to the vicinity of the shanty the nine men had been in the night before.
He took it that the shanty was a sort of meeting place for
the Dangerous Gang.
Cl!APTER XI.
He could easily reach the clump of woods back of it without running the risk of being seen by any one who might be
WILD 'MAKES A DISCOVERY.
in it.
'l he young- deadshot was not long in getting into the woods
"Hov·, did you make out, boys?" Jim Dart asked, as Wild behind the shanty.
and Chai·lie ·brought their hors~s to a halt in front of the
Then he peered cautiously out.
tavern.
·
.
To all appearances, the shanty was not ocupied by any
"Well, we didn't catch the road agents," Wild answered, one just then.
·
·
as he dismounted.
· Wild made up his mind to find out whether it was or not.
Hop came out to take care of .the horses. and !'Ls he startE:d
Creeping cautiously from his place of concealment. he irot
around the tavem ,vith them Wild and Charlie took their close under the window he had listened at the niirht before.
seats on the porch with Jjm.
It did not take him two minutes to become convinced that
There were others about. and our hero did not want to let the shanty was empty.
them know all their business.
The_n it occurred to the boy that it would be a good idea
"Well," said Dart, in a low tone of voice, "I found the two for !um to g·et inside it.
men you spoke of. They are in the saloon now. But they
He looked around for a wav to iret in.
had not been there long when I got there, so the boss of
Just then his foot went through the surface of the ground,
the place told me. I manag-ed to g·et a chance to w~isp~r. to and in an effort to catch himself, the ground ,rave way behim, and he did not seem to be the least backward m g-1vmg- neath him, and down he went out of sight!
me the information I v,;anted."
Young Wild West had found a way to g-et under the
"Oh, Fatty Bill seems to be an all rig-ht fellow ," Wild re- s '· · -,t,-. if not clirectlv into it.
tortecl. "He can't help it if his saloon is used by the DangerThere was a cellar under the building, which was not a
ous Gang as a sort of headquarters. Had the two galoots common thing- in that part of the country.
been there before that morning-?"
The fact was that the shanty had been built by an eccen"No· he said thev had not. All the talk is about the holdup. tric miner. who had come from , the Eastern States.
and C~ptain Danger seems to be very much interestea in it.
He had not been one of the first to build, and, finding- a
He has offere·d five hundred dollars' rewarcl for the two men cave there. he had built the shanty over it, thus forming- a
who did the trick, and declares that he Y,ill fill them with natural cellar:
lead when they are found."
But the Easterner had not lived loni? after he built the
"That's putty g-ood!" exclaimed Charlie. "He's one of 'em shanty.
himself. He'll. have a chance ter commit suicide afore long,
1t was not occupied by anv one when the villain called
maybe. How did Captain Danger act when ver went in ther Rolly struck the camp, and he took possession of it.
saloon, Jim?"
Strange as it may seem, he had not discovered that there
was a cellar under the little building-.
"He did not seem to pay anv particular attention to me.
He thought it was like the ordinary run of shanties. and
But I was ·watchin.1?: him, though, and all th e re st 1 did not he never even bothered to look for anything- different about
know in the room."
it. .
"It's a wonder that he didn't pick a row with yer, an' tlien
Neither did any one else.
i1'y a shot at yer."
.
sO use d to surprises was t h e boy that he did not even
"Well I am gfad he didn't. T don't wani to soo1l. W1ld's
lans ~y. but if Captain Dang-er had picked a row with me utter an exclamation aloud as he felt himself going- down.
P
But it was only a drop of nine or ten feet, and he landed
I would surely have shot him."
on his feet. really sliding part of the way.
"Well, Jim," spoke up our hero. "I have irot some plans.
Wheh he looked around, after recovering- his balance, the
But let's iro inside by the girls. There are too many around boy ,rave a nod of satisfaction.
here, waiting to catch what we are talking about. I sup"That is one way to iret into a cellar," he muttered. under
pose thev are interested. though, since they know we went his breath. "By Jove! Who would have thought that there
out to look for the villains who killed the passenirer of the was a place like this under the shanty? I'll bet the Dangerstage coach. I'll just go inside and let them know as much ous Gang- don't know of it."
as 1 care to inst now. You fellows iro in by the girls."
It was _musty' in the underground place. and but for the
Wild walked into the barroom, and those who had been opening our hero dropped through there was no means of
loitering- on the porch quickly followed him.
getting- light in there, -save what came through the cracks
"Did ver strike anything out on ther trail. Mr. West?" one in the floor overhead.
of them asked.
Our hero walked around and made a close examination of
"Well, we couldn't find a sign of the galoots first ofi. But the floor over him.
after a while we struck something: that may lead to catchingThere was no trap door or anything- like it there.
them. I don't care to t ell just what that is now. There are
"Whoever built the shanty must have intended to g-et
more out searching- for them, are there not?"
down here from the outside," he thought.
"Oh, yes. About fifteen is out now."
Then he walked over to where he had dropped down, and,
"l-t is fanny we did not come across any of them."
scraping aside the dirt, soon discovered some rotten boards
Wild knew it was not funny at all, for the searchers had that were in the form of a battered door.
'
not come where they were, and that was why they had not
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "There was a way to get down from
seen them.
the outside, and it ,roi c,oncealed by earth. Here is the door.
The chances were that they had all IZ'0De further alonir I and there are the steps. They are pretty steep ones. but
the trail, thinking the villains had gone that way, after fin- they are all rig-ht, I reckon."
• ish.ing- their foul work of killing and robbing- the passenger
Sure enough, he found steps that led down into the cellar.
of the stage coacl1.
They were made of flat stones, and some of them had beWild now left the room and went in where his friends were. come dislodged from his hurried descent.
Charlie and Jim were telling- the g-frls of their experience
Wild took another look around the little cellar, and then
of the morning, and it is needless to say t,hat the girls were climbed out of it.
very much interested, especially when they heard ;i.bout the
A glance told him that if he had two or three short boards
trap.
and a shovel he could hide t.he opening- from the view of any
Wild was bent on fincli~!l' out for sure that Cantain Danger one ,~ ho might come there.
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He decided that it was worth trying to do. for he forured
that he could set another trap for the Dangerous Gang, in
case the one already set did not work.
He looked around, and, seeing no one. he hurried to the
shed close in the rear of the shanty.
There was nothing there that would do to cover the hole.
But just then he happened to catch sight of a oile of hay
stacked against the side of the shanty.
That gave him an idea.
"I reckon I'll move that pile," he muttered. "If it puzzles
the galoot who out it there as to who did it, all right. I
can't help that. The hay will cover that hole nicely, and I
haven't the time to fix it any better just now."
He quickly moved the hay, for there was not much of it.
a.nd then the opening in the ground was covered effectually.
The young deadshot had .iust finished the iob when he
heard voices from the front of the shanty.
Some of the villains were comini there.
•
He quickly darted in the bushes, but this was hardly necesc.;uy, for no one came around.
V•iild coul!-'I h~ar them as they entered the building-, and
he could easily Judge that there was as many as half a dozen
in the J?anJ?."
"I reckon I'll find out what the next move is to be " he
t !~ought. as he crept up near the pile of hay and conc~aled
hunself un<ier some of it.

CHAPTER XU.
"COUNTING CHICKENS BEFORE THEY ARtr HA'l'CHED."

Captain Dan1ter waited lonJ? enough to g-et his gang toJ!C'thcr and then they all went to Rolly's shaptv.
r~ey had not the least idea that _Young Wild West was
outside, or any one else, so they did not bother to look
around, but went riJ?ht in the shanty.
"~~et ther door, boys," said the captain. "There's no
tellm but that some one "might have follered us, an' if they
],ave they ain't J?oin' ter cit close enough ter hear anvthingy ~u've he:1:i;<l somethin' of what was done by me an' Rolly
this mormn. but yer don't know it all. Yer know that we
was out to ther cave, an' that we're g-oin1 ter move over there
to-nig-ht, 'cause we've told yer that much."
"I reckon I kin ~ess som.ethin' else, too," spoke uo the
man named Mike, winking- at the rest.
"What kin ye guess, Mike?" Rolly asked.
"That it was you two what held up ther stage coach." was
the bold reply.
The guilty pair g-lanced at each other.
"~hat .makes ver thi!1k that wa:y ?" asked the captain,
showing .1ust the least s11?n of uneasiness.
"Well, you two wi:t away at ther time, an' it was two what
done ther .iob. Thaf's one reason w y I think it was you
fellers."
·
"W11at other reason have yer got fur thinkin' that w11v ?"
" Well, I l<now that yer meant ter go in that business ,vhcn
we took ter stoppin' at ther cave."
"I might as well tell you all that Mike is ri,g-ht in his
g-uess," said the villainous leader of the Dangerous GanJ?.
"Me an' Rolly was ther ones as held up ther stag-e coach, an'
we g-ot a nice little pile of money from it, too. I'll divide it
up no,v, if you say so."
"Well, there ain't none of us overflush, I reckon," answered
Mike, grinning- at the rest.
.
"Set down, then. _There is jest about three thousand dollars in ther pile ther galoot had. That will give yer all three
hundred dollars apiece an' me six hundred. I s'pose vou're
all willin' that I should have a double share since I'm ther
captain, an' it was me what put an end to the~· galoot?"
"We a,re sartinly willin' ter that, cap!" cried Rol!y,
The rest showed their hearty agreement to this proposition, for they believed that a leader should irct the most of
thP proceeds when div.ision was made.
They all were just about b1·hrht enough Lo know tl,at they
could not J?et along very well without a leader.
Captain Danger Produced the booty and carefullv counted
it over.
The money was ilidded, and then he pulled ouL an old silver
watch.
"This was on ther galoot, too," he said. ''But it won't do
fur any of us ter wear it. not around Glitter Gulch. anyhow.
We'll hide ii some,~heres."

"Give it ter me, cap," spoke up Rolly. "I'll stick it down
thi:ough a crack that's in ther flooJ' over in ther corner ther e.•
No one will ever find it there."
The timepiece was handed over, and then Rolly forced it
through the crack ip. the floor.
·
He did not know that it dropped into the cellar that was
under the shantv. but it did, the dirt being so soft where it
struck that it made no noise.
"Now, then. boys, I want ter find out if you're all satisfied
ter g-o inter this th\,1.g- with V1e," said Captain Danger, casting- a glance around the room. " 'Cause if yer ain't now is
ther time ter say so. There's gojn' ter be a lot of risk to it,
an' it may be that we'll have te1· stay out of Glitter Gulch
altogether, unless we kin disguise ourselves as stranJ?ers. If
we're g-oin' ter pursue ther business of robbin' ther stage
coach, an' also ther travelers that foller ther trail both ways,
we'll make lots of money. Most likely we kin make ther
miners here believe that it is a gang- of strang-eFs what's
hi din' around somewhere an' doin' ther work. We kin .iine
in 1\ith 'em an' make believe hunt fur ther robbers. In that
case we'll be safe ter live here an' do jest as we have been
<loin'. We wilt stay here ther biggest part of ther time, anyhow, unless it g-its too hot fur us. If that time comes it will
be different. an' we'll have ter work a&ordin'ly. Now what
do yer say? Is it ter be ther whqle hog, or orily half ther
hog-, as we've been doin'?"
"Ther whole hog-!" went up from all hands.
"Good! I like ter see things unanimous. Now I'll tell yer
what I've g-ot on fur to-night. We'll all go over in twos aJL
threes to-nig-ht, an' each man w:ill take somethin' that's
needed theie, sich as his own plate, cup an' knife an' fork.
Blankets must be took, too; an' we've got ter have- a table
an' some chairs. I reckon a couple of horses could carry
over enough boards ter make ther table. We've got plenty
of nails an' enough tools ter do ther .iob."
"There won't be no trouble about that pa1t of it. cao,"
spoke up Mike. "I am a carpenter by trade, an' I kin soon
knock a table together."
"Good! That settles that part of it. Now, then, ,ve'll talk
about another pa1t of the game. It's the gals now. ·we've
got ter rig- a plan ter cit 'em an' put 'em in ther c:ave, where
they'll never be found by their friends . It are most likely
that they'll leave ther tavern tcr look around a bit this afternoon, an' we must be on ther watch fur 'em. We've sortei·
made Young Wild West an' his pards think that we're g-oin'
ter keep quiet, so he won't, be thinkin' of anything- like that.
II it happeni:l that the1· galoots is with ther gals when they
come out somethin' must be done ter attract their attention.
so we kin g-it a chance ter dt ther J?als. If a couple of us
was ter start a make-believe foi:ht an' holler murder, it a.1-P
more'n likelv that Young Wild West an' his pards woula run
ter see what was ther matter. Then ther rest of us coulrl
grab ther gals, stop their cries an' make off with 'em. I don't
say that this plan kin be follered out, fm· it might be that
they won't come out to-day ter give us the chance. But if
they don't come out to-day we'll set ther tavern afire tonig-ht, an' then in ther excitement we kin g-it away with 'em,
I reckon."
"An' vou're ter have Young- Wild West's gal fur your wife,
cap?" Mike asked.
'
"Yes · that's sa1tin."
"An''Rolly is ter have his pick of ther other two?".
"Yes."
.
"An' ther rest of us is ter chuck dice fur ther other one,
then?"
"That would be a fail way, wouldn't it?"
"Well, I think Rolly oug-ht te1· take ther same chances as
ther rest of us."
"Rolly is what I calls mv lieutenant, ycr know," and the
caotain shrug-ged his shoulders.
.
"Yes, but he didn't get no bigger share than ther rest o.f
us did when yer divided up ther money. So why should he
be sure of g-ittin' one of ther gals ? Ile ought ter take his
chances, along- with ther rest of us."
"All right, boys," spoke up Rolly. "l'll take mv chanr!'
·with ther rest of yer. Ther captain kin raffle ofl' both of
ther gals, an' ther ones what wins 'em kin have 'em. lf T
ain't one of ther luckv ones I'll ri.tr myself up as a preacher
an' do ther man·yin'."
"That's all right," observed a doubler iu tl1e bunch, as
he shook his head. "But ther first thing is te1· cit ther gali:;.
Then we kin settle on what'i:; ter be done with 'em. We
ain't, got 'em ye(, an' no one know s jest how we're f!'oin' ter
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git 'em. It's countin' chickens afore they're hatched, as my
grandmother used te1· say."
"That's right enough," answered Captain Danger. nodding
his head. "But I reckon I'll find a way ter git ther gals,
jest as I'll find a way ter catch Young Wild West an' let
him have ther chance ter see 'em married ter us. I ain't
so awful smart, but I reckon l'nPt smart enough ter carry
this thing through."
"You bet ver are, cap!" exclaimed Rolly.
"S'pose we chuck ther dice now fur ther two gals?" suggested Mike. "It will settle it right on the1· start, an' it'll
make ther winners work harder ter git hold of 'em."
"I reckon that would be a good idea," spoke up another of
the villains.
"All right, then," nodded the captain. "Just throw fur
first choice, an' then ther winner drops out an' ther rest
throws further one that's left."
1
One of the men quickly produced three dice and a leather
1
cup.
The table was soon surrounded by the Dangerous Gang,
and then the leader told Mike to lead off, since he was the
one who proposed it.
Mike rolled out a pretty srood throw. •
The spots on the three dice counted fourteen. anti as eighteen was the highest that cob.Id be got, he felt hopeful.
But there ,vere seven men to throw against him, and he
waited with interest as the throwing proceeded.
It so happened that no one beat him, or even tied him,
though one man came within one of doing it.
:'I wins!" the ".illain cried, jubilantly. "I'll take ther darkha1red gal fur mme-ther younger one of ther two I mean."
"All right." said Captain Danger. "Now the' rest can
throw for ther last one of ther three, which is married to
Cheyenne Charlie, so I heard. She'll have ter be a wielder
before ther winner kin marry her, though. Ha, ha, ha!"
They all lai,ighed, for they thought the leader was capable
of saying very smart things, and this was considered to be
one of them.
The dice was thrown again, and a man named Sawyer was
the winner.
"Shake, Mike!" he exclaimed, as he seized the head of the
/
other winner.
"Now you two galoots ha got ter work hard ter git them
gals, since you're ter marry 'em when yer git 'em ," said the
•
captain.
"That's rig·ht; an' I'll be ther parson," spoke up Rolly,
who did not show any great disappointment.
The Dangerous Cang- ce1tainly was good at scheming, but
Hie carrying out of the plans was the next thing.

CHA.PTER XIJL
HOP JlJilT ESCAPES BF.ING ROBBEU.

Young Wild West heard every word that was spoken bv
the villains in the shanty,
It was the second time that he had successfully spied upon
them and learned their nlans, and he laughed softly to liimself, as he heanl them leaving- the shanty after the confer
Pnce and raffle that took place at its conclusion.
"They are about the ,v-01-st lot of schemers I ever heard,"
"as his inward comment. "There is not enough common
sense among- the "hole nine of the in to make one intelllg-ent
man. But they seem to think that eYerything- is g-oing- to rnn
their way, just because they want it to. So they mean to
divide their time between the mining- camp and the cave. do
they? Well, I reckon I'll ha,·e to set a trap here, then, for
they will make this shanty their headquarters when thev are
in Glitter Gulch. A double trap will surelv catch the Dangerous Gang. l like to ·surprise villains, and I'll bet thPv will
be surprised greatly before long."
All the 111en left the shanty but two, and it was easv f01·
Wild to listen and l1nd ottt that tllPV we1·e thP raptain and
Rolly.
But he did not want to heat' anything- further .inst then.
It was dinner ~ime, so he concluded to goo to the tavern
and let his partners know what was up.
Then. when the shanty was ag-ain empty, thev would come
.
back and set the t}'ap he had in mind.
OU1· hero was not long in getting back to the tavem.
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As he came in by the back way he heard Hop singing and
dancing- in the barrooµi.
"Hello!" he exclaimed. '"So Hop has started on a little
spree, has· he? Well, he had better d1·op on it, ·I reckon. I'll
just see what is going- on in there, for it is quite likely that
Charlie and Jim are there."
He walked in and found his supposition to be correct.
Both the scout and Dart were there, and they were apparently enjoying what was taking place.
Hop was dancing about the room, a fancy paper parasol
hoisted over his head and what appeared to be a live rattlesnake hanging from his mouth by the tail.
There was quite a crowd in the room, among- which were
three of the Dangerous Gang, who had dropped over that
way to find out what they could.
Two of, the latter were Mike and Sawyer, the winners of
the girls in the raffle.
The inmates of the barroom were g-iving the Chinaman
a wide berth as he danced around, with the snake hanging
from his mouth.
But if they had known that the snake was made of rubber they would not have been much alanned.
It was evident that Hop knew that the three men were
members of the Dangerous Gang-, for he seemed to ha"\le a
sort of pick on them.
He made it a point to get as near them as he could every
now and then, and he would manage to hit them with the
wriggling- snal!:e, which kept in motion through his own
movements.
"Me allee samee bully boy with um glassy eye!" he shouted
throug-h his teeth.
Just then he saw Young- Wild West.
The snake quickly disappeared under his coat. and then
he closed the parasol and proceeded to eat it up.
When it had disappeared he bowed to our hero, and said:
"Me allee samee havee lillee fun, Misler Wild."
"I see you are," was the reply. "But just quit drinking
fdr the day, do you hear? I may want you to give a little
performance here to-night, and I want you to be pel'fectlv
sober."
"Allee light, Misler Wild.'' was the meek reply,
It so happened that Mike was one of the men who had
played in the g-ame at the shanty the night before, and it
occurred to him that if he followed the Chinaman when he
went out he might have a chance to g-et hold of his money.
But he did not much like io bother with a person who
carried a live snake about and ate up parasols.
Still, he thought it worth trying, so when Hnp went out
by the back way l1e walked casually out at the front.
His companions knew what he was up to, of course, but
thev remained inside to watch out friends.
However. our hero had au idea that the villain }1ad gone
out to follow Hop, and, knowing- that the Chinaman woulrl
most likely g-o to the stable, he thought it would be a g-oocl
idea to send Charlie out.
' He managed to whisper to the scout, and the result wa~
tlrnt he promptly started for the door. saying-:
"I'm goin' over to the store, Wild. I'll be back in about
five' minutes. I want ter g-it some cartridises. 'cause I reckon
w0';J have ter use quite a few afore we leave Glitter Guleh."
'.£'his was meant for the two villains in the company, &rd
they took it, too.
Charlie \yent out, but instead of making in tl1e dll'ectlon
of the store he went around back.
He was .iust in time to see Mike sneaking along a fringe
of bushes for the stable, and as he turned his gaze to the
lathir place he sa,v Hon 11:oi~- in
Charlie got behind the fringe of busl1es and hurrier] to the
spot.
y;_hen he got whel'e he had seen• the villain the latter wa~
iust going- to enter the door that Hop had passed througl1
but a few seconds before.
Charlie gave him time to get in, and then, revolvn in
hanJ, he ran swiftly for the spot.
As he reached the doorway a cry of alarm rang- ou L.
_It was ihe voice oi' Hop.
"Shet you1· irap!" came from the man who bad followed
him there. "You jest keep still! If yer holler agfo' it will
be ther death of yer!"
Biffl
' Cheyenne Charlie got near enough without being discov
ered and he delivered a blow that sent the man io the grnu11d
on his face.
Knowing that Wild had planned to catch the members of

,
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the D·angerous Gang in a trap, Charlie did not make the man
a prisoner.
He assisted him to his feet, knocked the revolver out of his
hand that had been used to frighten the Chinaman with, and
then sent him out of the stable, with a good, hard kick.
"You ain't goin' ter rob that heathen, you measly coyote!"
he exclaimed. "Now light out as fast as yei· kin go ·01· I'll
let daylight through your ugly carcass!" ·
·
Mike never stopped for anything.
He quickly gathered himself together and ran like the
wind.
He thought his life depended on it, and he lost no time.
Charlie set up a sprint after him, leaving Hop staring at
him in amazement.
As Mike ran around in front of the tavern the1·e werl" several men on the stoop.
"Whoopee!" yelled the scout, as he crune in view. "Look
at . ther thievin' galoot go! He was tryin' ter rob ther
Chmee, an' I stopped him. Look at him go!"
Then, to make him put on a faster gait, if possible Charlie sent a bullet a couple of feet over the rascal's head.·
Some of the miners laughed, and others looked surprised.
But Hop came around just then, and he quickly told how
he had been surprised by the man.
"I'll explain it, boys," spoke up Wild. "Last night Hop
got in a poker game with some of Captain Danger's gang.
and he got a little the best of it. That fellow was one of
t~em, I reckon, and he wanted to get his money back, and a
httle. more, too. He showed a pretty good nerve to follow
H~P mto the stable a:r;id threaten to shoot him, didn't he?"
. '.Qi.er galoot ought ter be lynched!" exclaimed one of the
mmers.
"No, boys. Leave him alone for the present. If he happens to be proved as a very bad man-one who would shoot
a m.a_n for his money-then you can deal with him. But just
let him alone for the present."
The other two men belonging to the Dangerous Ga,ng
hea1·d all that was said, and they showed themselves to be
very uneasy.
But neither "\Yild nor his partners bothered with them.
It was past dinner time now, and the meal was waitinP' for
them.
·
The three went in and ate heartily.
• Jake Murray was a boarder at the tavern, and when Wild
told him that he was going to down the Dangerous Gang
before they were many hours older he nodded approvingly.
Our hero thought it would be well to tell him just what
was on the carpet, excepting that he knew that Captain
Danger and Rolly were the villains who had held up the stage
coach and killed and robbed the unlucky passenger.
He hinted it rto him, however, and made him promise to
keep quiet on the subject for a while.
"Are you going to do anything particular this afternoon?"
he asked Murray, as the latter arose from the table.
"No; I haven't anything of importance to attend to," was
the reply, "Why?"
·
"Well, you can help me out. if vou will."
;:3ust tell me how, and I'll be mighty glad to do it."
I want you to help me set a tr:.p for the Dangerous Gang-.
I have made up my mind to give them a surprise."
"All right. I'm with you. Just wait till I run over to ihe
mine and leave some instructions and I'll .be right with you."
"Good! On your way back iust find out whether the shanty
belonging to Rolly is occupied 4r not."
·
"I'll do that."
CHAPTER XIV.

•

THE DOUBLil TRAP.

Jake Murray was not long in returning from the mine.
"Ther shanty's empty an' ther door's ajar," he reported.
"All right. Now I want a saw and some rope."
''I'll furnish 'em."
In less than twenty minute11 the four were behind tne
shanty.
Wild had warned the girls 1\ot to go out of the tavern,
for he did J)ot want to give the villains the least bit of a
chance to try and carry out their foul plans.
Leaving Jim to watch for the approach of any of the
·scoundrels, Wild, Charlie and Murray descended into the
cellar,

TRAP.

The mine boss was very much surprised to find that there
was a cellar there, but when he found out what our hero intended to do he grinned.
Our hero got right at work, and, with the help of Charlie
and Murray, he soon had the flooring- sawed along about four
feet from the door. ·
That part that was n<tiled to the sill was then loo. ened
and a couple of battens nailed across the boards.
It was tried and found to work readily. so a cleat was
nailed to hold it, which worked on a swivel plan, and the
rope they had brought was tied to this.
The rone was passed through the cellar to the pile of hay
back of the shanty.
"Now, then," said our hero, "if we don't catch all the
scoundrels in · the cave we will catch what is left here. It is
a double trap I have set. so if one don't work just right the
other will."
"Th:U's 1·ight," and Murry smiled. "I see ther point. You
could catch the galoots just as well without the double trap
you have set; but you want to show them that they don't
know enough to go in when it 1ains. You want to let them
know all of a sudden that you've been on to their game all
the time. It's a qully idea, that's what it is. I want to be
around when ther traps are sprung."
"You can be around. We'll see to that."
It certainly was a novel idea that Wild had put in effect.
He carried it out just because he liked the fun of it,
for it was an old thing to get a crowd together and .catch a
gang of villains, and then denounce them for what they
were.
Our hero liked to do things in )!arious ways, and his
double trap was something entirelv new.
The trap all arranged, they left the cellar. and, coveringthe hole with the hay, ventured around to the front.
Jim was on the watch not far away, and when he signaled
that everything was all right thev went inside.
"Now to wait developments." said our hero.
They all went back to the tavern.
It was the middle of the afternoon now. and when they
saw two men riding out of the camp, canvin_g- bag-s on their
horses, they looked at each other and nodded.
The two men were Captain Danger and Rolly.
"They are going- to the cave ith some of the furnishings,"
said our hero. "Murray, if you want to do a little spying op
them. and find out that what I have told you is absolutely
correct, you can go with Charlie and watch them."
"I would like to do it," was the repl v.
"All right. Is it a go, Charlie?"
"Sartin," was the reply,
"Well, don't let them see you."
"Leave that ter me. V.'ild."
"I'll have to go and get my horse," said Murray.
"You haven't time for that. Take mine," spoke up Jim.
This was ve1y satisfactory to the mine boss. so a few minutes later he rode off with the scout.
Wil~ an·d Jim went inside the barroom. and they were not
a little surprised when they found Hop there again.
He was engag-ed in playing- euchre with two miners.
The g-ame had just started, and when Wild saw that. to
all appearances, Hop had not been drinking- any more. he
decided to let him go ahead.
•
"What are you playing for, Hop?" our hero asked, as he
took a seat near the table.
•
"Five dollee." was the reply. "Me no knowee how playee
euchre velly muchee, but me makee pleasant for um Melican
mans, so be. Me no care if me losee lillee money; me win
plenty last night, so be."
The two miners grinned, thinking they had struck an easy
proposition in the innocent-looking Chinaman.
The score stood, Hop three points and each of the miners
two when Wild became a spectator.
It was Hop's deal.
He gave the players their cards and himself. as well, and
then turned up the ace of hearts. •
The man on his left looked at his hand and found that he
had the right and left bower and the ten-spot of trumps.
The other two cards were the ace of clubs and king of diamonds.
It was a pretty good hand, so he promptly ordered it up.
Hop smiled.
"Me gottee velly goodee hand," he observed, as he picked
up the ace.
He did have a good hand, too, for he held the ace. king-,
queen and nine of hearts, and the ace of diamonds.
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The other man had no trumps whatever, so he could do
nothing- toward taking a trick.
The miner who had ordered up the trump led the ace of
clubs.
Hop trumped it with his nine-spot and scooped in the triek.
But the miner did not seem to be alarmed any.
He still had both bowers and the ten. l\nd he wanted to
use the ten to take a trick.
Hop came back with his ace, and it was taken with the
miner's left bower.
Then the miner led his king of diamonds, and Hop took it
·
with his ace of the same suit.
The miner began to look a bit worried.
"I reckon I'm onlv here fur a figurehead," remarked the
third player. "You two has J.('ot all ther trumps an' aces."
"You havee plety nicee hand next timee," Hop answered,
as he led his king of trumps.
The miner had to use his right bower to take the trick, and
that left him with the ten-spot to get the third trick.
He led it back. and when Hop put the Queen on it he exclaimed:
"That beats all! I would have . bet that I had a sure point
'
that time. An' it was my lead. too."
Hop and the other miner each took two points trom the
euchre.
The cal'ds were dealt by the euchred miner, and the other
m::in ordered it up,
Spades were trumps this time, and when he saw that he
hacl bflth bowers Hop wondered where the man was g-oing to
land at.
Of course, if the other plaver could not take a trick he
would go through, as Hop's side cards were rather small.
But it happened that the other man did take a t1·ick, for
he trumped the ace of clubs that was led.
That made Hop's score seven and the miner's four apiece.
The next deal the dealer made one, and then it came Hop's
turn again.
It required three points to make him win the game, and
he meant to make them that time.
He cleverly dealt himself four of the hig-hest hearts and
then turned up the nine-spot.
Both men passed, as miJ.('ht be supposed, and when he
pickerl up the nine-spot Hop bad five trumps.
_He scored the three points in a hurry, and then one of the
mmers proposed that thev plav for fiftv dollars.

CHAPTER XV.
NARROWING TO THE CLOSF.,

The miners were not satisfied to take back their money
and quit playing-.
"I don't care how much of a Pl'Ofessional ther heathen
is," said one of the men who claimed to be an expert at the
game of euchre. "I never yet seen ther man what could beat
me two out of three games. I'll play him three games,
.
sin_irle-handed, fur fifty dollars a game."
"An' I'll bet over· a hundred dollars that yer lose all three
of 'em!" spoke up Jim Dart.
"I'll take that bet."
"Me likee play, Misler Wild." said Hop, pleadingly.
"All right; go ahead, then. When a man won't take good
advice he ougnt to be able to look out for himself."
"I'll bet you a hundred I win," said the miner to Hop.
"Me takee um bet."
The money was put up. and then all the inmates of the
room gathered about the table to watch the game, which
was one of the queerest ever played there-or, rather, the
.
odds were.
Hop won the deal and made two at the start.
Then the miner dealt, picked up the trump and was eucl1red.
Hop dealt and made two more.
Then his opponent made one.
Again Hon made two.
The score was now eight to one.
The miner dealt · and made another point, and then Hop
wenj; out on his own deal. taking every trick and scoring the
necessarv two points.
The game was played in a huny, for Hop invariably made
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two on his own deal, and he euchred the man twice in succession.
He allowed him to make a point, and then he dealt himself
five trumps and turned up the sixth.
He won, just as he said he would, and the miner. who
claimed that no man could beat him two games out of th1·ee,
looked sick.
But he still had a chance of saving something by winning
the third game, so he started in to deal.
"You no gittee one lillee point lis timee," said Hop smiling at him. "You no knowee how play um euchre, so be."
"I'll bet yer all ther money I've got that I make a point,"
·
was the reply.
The man fished out a little over three hundred dollars and
Hop calmlv covered it.
Then the game started, no one saying a word that might
interfere with it.
It was two points every time he dealt, and a euchre fo1·
his opponent every time he dealt, for Hop, and the game
was played in short order.
"Skunked, by jingo!" exclaimed the defeated miner, as he
arose from the table. "An' I'm cleaned out of every dollar
I've g-ot! Serves me right, too!"
"Well, that's what you get for not taking a little friendly
advice," said Wild. "I told you. didn't I?"
"Yer sartinly did. But I ain't goin' ter squeal. Ther
heathen beat me, an' I didn't catch him cheatin'. either. If
he did it, it is all right. If he didn't cheat he's ther luckiest
galoot I ever met, that's all."
"Well, I guess he did cheat a whole lot. But you were
not smart enough to catch him. Hop, give the man back
everv dollar you have taken from him."
"An' here's your hundred that you was fool enough te1;
bet," added Jim Dart, as he tendered the money to him. "I
don't want ter take a man's money when I know he's up ag'in
a card sharp that can't be beat by ther best of ,'em."
Hop's victim took the money and called fo1· the best there
,
was -in the house for all hands.
Hop drank with them and our three friends smoked.
Then the Chinaman picked up the cards and dealt out five
for his late victim and five for himself.
"You lookee at your hand, so be," he said.
He did so.
He had what is termed a straight flush in hearts.
"You lookee velly muchee sharpee, so be?" asked Hop, as
he saw the man look the cards over and smile.
"Yes, I reckon I'd know 'em ag'in if I seen 'em."
f "Allee light; you puttee all together and lay down on um
table, so be."
This was done, after the cards had been shown to those
who stood behind the miner.
Hop picked up the five cards and shuffled them over.
Then he laid them down.
"Me tellee whatee um cards are, and me no lookee," he
said.
"Well, what is ther hand, then?"
"Allee samee spadee flush."
"No, they ain't."
"Whatee you say lev are, so be?"
"They're all hearts."
Hop shook his head.
"You lookee some more," he suggested.
The miner picked up the five cards and looked at them..
Then it was that his jaw dropped.
He turned them over on the table and allowed the rest
.
to see them.
"Ther heathen has chang-ed ther spots!" he exclaimed.
Those who had seen the five cards were as much mystified as the man himself.
"Now you see what you was up against," said Wild, with
a laugh. "Any one who can change hearts to spades is a
pretty sharp ca1·d player, I reckon."
"Great cats! I should sav so!"
Hop did some more mystifying tricks with the cards aft~r
that, and the afternoon slipped away.
At length Charlie and Murray came back.
Wild and Jim went out to the stable and had a talk with
them.
"Well, how did you make out?" he asked.
"Fine!" declared the mine boss. "I seen an' heard enough
ter prove everything- you said. Vole heard 'em taJkin' about
what they mean ter do to-night. T.hey're goin' ter set ther
tavern on fire, an' then git ther aals AA' liJ.('ht out fur ther
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cave. That is. all but Captain Danger an' Rolly is goin' ter.
They're goin' ter stay right here in ther camp, so they won't
be s'pected of bein' in ther .irame."
"They're goin' ter carry over ther stuff they want ter
thrre right after dark," said Charlie. "I reckon some of 11;it
had better foller 'em up an' spring ther cave trap on 'em."us
"Are they all going over right after dark?" asked our
'hero.
. .
·
"No; all but ther captain an' ther galoot they calls Rolly."
"All right. We'll follow them up, and when they get in
the cave we'll give them a scare, so they will trap themselves. Be readv Mr. Murray. ''
"You bet I will!" was the reply. "I want to see Captain,
Danger an' Rolly swing· fur ther murder of ther man t oday. But I'll wait till you have swung your double trap."
Wild knew it was going to be no easy matter to keep the
business Quiet, for already Murray had told enough to some
of the mine men to cause whisperi ngs around the camp.
T:f the Dangero us Gang did not catch on it would be all
right.
The sun was .iust going down when our friends got up from
thP supper table at the tavern and went out.
Wild sugge"sted that they take a walk over to Fatty Bill's
saloon,. and thev did so.
When they got there they found that not one of the Dan.Q'erous Gang was there.
Our friends looked at each other siJmificantly.
They easilv g-ueBsed that the villains were ~etting ready
to make theil- pilgrima ge to the cave.

CH APTER XVI.
CONCLUS ION.

Wild remained there until after dark.
Then he went out and took a look around.
''Boys," said he, "I guess the galoots have e;one. Jim,
you go and find out, will you?"
Jim came back in a few minutes and reported that alt of
the _nine villains had just rode off. loaded with what they
coula carry on their horses with them.
"They '\\'ent around anoil1er way, so we can easily get
there as soon as they do," he said.
"Come on, then," our hero spoke up,
The four mounted and 1ode slowlv out, upon the trail.
When they neared the narrow cut they heard the souncls
m:ide by horses, and they just had time to £et behind a
dump of trees when the l!.'an.ir came alonl;('.
I Allowinl!.' them time to get to the cave. thev then followed,
:.rnd when near it they bi ought their horses to a halt.
"Now," said Wild, "we must hide the horses and . watch.
L hai-dlv believe that Captain Dan~er and Rolly will
,,erv long, if what vou found out, Charlie, is all righ1." stav
They hicl themselv es an<l waited.
• 1n less than ten minutes two horseme n appeared
.
They were the captain and his lieutenan t.
When they had /!,'one past the fuu1· came ·out of tl1e h!dfng
r,h,ce.

·•rnw
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thc>m plentv of time to get out of hearing, " i>aid

Wild.
This they did, fot' the two villains must haye reached
urning camp when Wild announc ed that it was time the
to
:.Pring the first trap,
Creeping- up, so they would not be in danger of being JJ.tt,
in case the villains fired at them, tbev !lOL readv to let out
a combine d yell.
When he was reatlv Wild threw UJJ his hand and they all
1•Plled at the top or theit- voices, giving the ol<l cowboy shout.
Cmck--c rackl
Wild fired two shots from his revolve1\ and then held up
his hand for silence.
There ,vas a sho11; interval and then there was a grinding
C'tflshinl!.' sound, followed Lv n thud that fairly shook the,
~round.
··The trap has been sprung, boys," said Young Wild West,
as he walked out to have a look. "That setles the cave part
of it for the present. Now to see that everythi ng ls all
,iP-ht. and thPn wr'll go bark to Glitter Gulcl1 and let the
uther one go."
''Hello, in the1e!" our hero called out.
"Hello!" came the 1·evh1• i11 the voice of Mike.

"I iust want to tell you that I have downed you, that's
all," said Wild. "How do you like it? I'll send a vigilance
committ ee after you by and by. We are not going t o have
any road agents around these dige;ings !"
Then there was a short silence and the trapped villain s
began bep-ging for mercy.
1
But Young Wild West and his friends turned away from
them.
Mountin g their horses, they rode back to the mining camp.
Once there Wild e;ave it out that sev,en of the gang of villains belongin g to the road agents' band had been captured,
and were in a cave, waiting to be taken care of.
As might be supposed , a party was organize d at once, and
after our hero had explaine d ho,y he had located the cave
that day and set the trap for th1m1. thev rode off.
Meanwh ile Jim Da1t was keepint,? a watch for Captain
Danger and Rolly to leave the saloon.
When he saw them leave he called Jake Murray and told
him to e;et in conversa tion with them and to hold them until
Wild and the rest could get to the shanty.
"Then you can let them come on over, and you follow them
and watch from the 9utside what takes place." he added.
The mine boss fell right into the scheme, and he succeede d
in doing his pa1t admirabl y.
,
·
Meanwh ile Wild, Charlie and Jim hurried and got into the
cellar under the shanty.
They had not been there long when they heard footstep s
outside approach ing; the door.
Wild had hold of the rope, and the moment he saw the
trap door sink a little with the weight of a man he gave a
sharp pull.
·
Down came Rolly, landing in a heap on the e:round, bringing with him a cloud of dust.
Charlie and Jim quickly grabbed him and prevente d him
from making an outcry.
.
For some reason Rolly hatl come to the shanty ahead of the
captain.
But the latter was right there now. ,.md by the time Charlie
and Jim had bound and gagged him, and Wild had pushed
bar'k: the door. he was on the threshold .
Then come the last move in the double-t rap business .
There was a sudden click and then the trap door opened.
Down came the leader of the Dan.11:erous Gang, yelling with
fear and astonish ment.
"l guess we've srot vou, all right, Captain Danger! " exclaimed Young Wil~ West.
The villain was quickly captured . and then both of them
were led out of the cellar.
Bv this time the mining camp was in an uproar.
Murrav quicklv gave it out that Captain Dane:e1' and n ,H.1/
were the ones who had murdere d the stage coach passenge r,
and then lynching was in order.
But we do not mean to dwell upon such .scenes. so suffice
it to rnv that the rest of the gang were taken from the
cave and treated accordinsrlv.
Young Wild West and his fliends left Glitter Gulch a day
or two after that, and when they did so thev left behinrl
them a ,rood. clean mining camp.
"Now for the next adventur e," said Arietta.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WTLD WEST
AFTER THE MEXICA N RAIDER S; OR. ARIETT A ON A
HOT TRAIL."

TANK S PROVE USEFU L BUCK ING SNOW DRIFT S
H was general ly suppos ed that as an adjunc t of
peace "tanks '' would prove quite as useless as submarine s until a French official in the employ of thf'
Ministr y of Public Works conceived the brillian t
idea of harnes sing one of the steel monste rs to a
snow-plough.
An army tank was recentl y sent, at this official'R '
suggest ion, to the Alpine Valley of Barcelo nnette,
where it immed iately forged its way over a snowbound road, clearin g five miles of roadwa y per hour
_for an expend iture of only one gallon of gasolin e
per mile.
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FROM ALL POINTS
I

KEEP SHOES WARM WITH ELECTR IC WIRES
. Leonard Zimmercan, a young student of electricity and already an expert in wireless tele()'raphy
sends _to The World a novel but practical idea fo;
warmmg the feet. He designed it principall y for
skaters, but the idea is just as good for any one else
who has to be out in.the cold.
He takes an ordinary' felt insole, splits it and
pla~es a lo?p. of tungsten 'wire to nm all around it,
ms1de: This 1s replaced in the shoe, and the ends of
the wire are carried about half an inch up the back
of ~he hee! and fastened to two small metal pegs
which pr.,oJect through the shoe. When the user
touch~s the poles of a pocket battery-s uch as that
used m a pocket flashligh t-to the two metal pegs
the tu~gsten wire b_ecomes hot and heats the felt
?f the msole. There.is no danger of burning, for the
mstant the wearer feels the shoe becoming too hot he
· breaks the conne~tion by removing the battery.

dial does not seem to possess any extraordi nary
amount of concentra ted energy, but this is only
apparentl y the case, and not actually so; for th
reason that while the amount of activity manifeste d
by the radium paint on the dial is small, this effecL
will keep up for 2,500 years, provided the zinc sulphide, with which- the radium is mixed so as to pro.
duce a glow, held out that long. The zinc sulphide
in most cases gives out in about eight to ten years.
Now, if we could but find a way to make the radimn 1·elease all its energy in a few hours, in~tead
of spreading it over 2,500 years, it would not be
difficult to make a motor that would utilize this
energy.

FACTS ABOUT THE LOBSTE R
The best lobster ,ground in the world is the northeastern coast of New England, its shoals, bays, inlets and rocks supplying the lobster with all it requiremen ts fo1· feeding and breeding places and pro.
against its enemies.
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turbing or sequester ing a trap belonging to another
is unknown among them.
IMMENS E POWER IN A RADIUM WA'l'CH
A lobste1· pot is a ve1·y simple trap. Ii looks like
lf you own a radium dialed watch with luminous all immense bird cage, made of wooden slats. Both
figures and hands, then· you arc the possessor of a ends are covered with loose, strong netting·, made
vast power plant of no mean proportio ns, says the from tarred rope. There is a hole in the middle of
Electrica l Experime nter. There is sufficient radium each net. The trap is sunk to the bottom by being
on your watch dial to haul your train homewar d, if weighted with stones -and lies on the bottom in a
horizonta l position. Its location is indicated by a
it could be properly applied.
As the matter stands, the innocent looking radium buoy attached to it by ropes.
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Feudland

"Goodness?·· said Knox. "What a country-what
a state of affair! What shall we do, Mary·~
Brankston-what is your opinion°?''
·· I would let Jefferson go for the present. Pete
-OR- will bring your things to you. From what Mr. CalA BOY IN "MOONSHINE" MOUNTAINS lahan has said, I think by going with him, we shall
be nearer the lands we wish to look at. I remember that Jeffrey was mentioned as being near where
By DICK ELLISON
you want to go."
The Knoxes were still hesitating, though Fred
(A Serial Stor y)
,hoped they would decide to keep with this mountain
pair in their sudden strange eJop ment. It would
1
CHAPTER VI (Continued).
give the young surveyor his chance to be with Miss
"Jest what I t~lls her, marm," broke in Callahan, Mary, who had certain}~ made a strong impression
mildly impatient. "What good will preachers or on him, considering he · had met her only two
any one do me, ef Bad Anse gets his big fist on both hours ago.
Fred felt that he liked the girl even better than
of us again, after lea din' him such a chase?"
he liked his employment by Mr. Knox. Both suited
A white, scared look /came ove1· Malviny's face.
"Then look at these folks," added Dick. "Ain't from the ground up.
After a short silence the hounds broke out afresh
they vrnitin' on you, too? Think what that father
;from
the crest of the ridge behind. Callahan started
of yomn will do to them next time,"
"Did you know," turning to Miss Knox, "they-,Yas like a scared buck.
Then a lank, coatless and hatless young fellow
about to put the whip on your father's back, when
your young man bluffed 'em off'? That was afore I armed with a long rifle came in sight, and using one.
hand to shade his eyes stared dow11- into the old field.
bounced on the platform,''
"It's Pony!" shrieked Malviny. "No time for
Both Fred and Mary colored at the words "your
young man" so innocently put forward; but Mary waitin' now. Follow me, Dick Callahan."
The two. led by the girl herself, headed straight
did not appear offended.
i\Ialviny now put an end to the discussion in her for the old hand-car on the rusted track.
own decisive, but modest way. Turning to Dick:
I
"Do you know the way to your horse-and your
men?"
.. Yes. But I most know they've gone home, not
CHAPTER VII.
hearin' from me. I t9ld 'em to rendevoo at J effrey,
in case I did not come back by midnight. I guess
Pw;sing Bacl Anse Again.
they took my horse along."
Jeffrey was a wild region of laurels and caneWhen Fred saw their conductors leaving them on
brake, lying between the Turley region and the Cal- the run, he realized that something must be done at
lahans. To those seeking 1:efuge, it was an impene- once.
trable haven, where only bear, deer, wild hops and
Pony Turley himself, perhaps angered by the
so on lived secure, owing to its inaccessibility.
loss of his coat and hat, or the continued flight of
--Would they take the horse-your men I mean?" his sister, suddenly dropped on one knee and took a
"More'n likely they would, Viny. But why do crack-not at Dick or lVIalviny, but at the three still
I
you ask all this?"
standing there.
"So as to know whether it's best to help you look
Bang! A ball passed through the rim of Mr.
for your horse before-before-"
Knox's borrowed hat.
'· Before we hunt that preacher?" Dick was srnil"Come on!" urged Fred, offering his hand to
ing, but his eyes were unusually tender. No. Let Mary. "Ye've just got to get out of here."
the horse wait. I guess my boys have got it safe.
"Surely, surely," said the timber-buyer, starting
If not, it will only be two ponies 'stead of one that I on a run.
your Paw has put out of business to-night ."
' ,"Will he try to kill us?" asked Mary, as she and
During the last hour the east had brightened, and Fred sprinted in a lively manner. "He was so far
they could see an old hand-car not far away, resting off--"
on a rusted track once used to convey cross-ties to
''He's far away yet. These chaps are a wonder
the nearby railroad.
with t heir ri~les. It's lucky he don't happen to have
"Come on then, Dick," said Malviuy with' sudden a breechloader, or we'd get more of the same sort."
resolution. "Will you'uns go on with hus, or will ye
When they reached the hand-car, Dick and Malgo to Turley station, and wait for the train? The viny had already climbed on board. The girl was
agent there is a Turley, and I've no doubt that he's adjusting the lever.
had word to watch out from Paw.''
"Gut up--quick," cried Dick, pulling them on one
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by one. '· The1·e's more behind Pony what have long
'· I think the switch is all right, but I ain't
range Winchester s, like our here.''
sure-"
"Mebbe they won't shoot," remarked Malviny.
"We must chance it then,'' interposed Callahan,
"Pony_ left this car here when he was workin' for looking sharply at a low, long building some disthe .railroad. He told me about it, and mebbe he tance down the double track. "Come down on them
don't relish the idea of our getting away on what levers hard, men.''
·
he left.··
The hand-car, instead of taking a rusted side
In less time than one may read these lines the switch, shot directly across the double lines of steel,
party of five, with Callahan and Malviny at the jostling the occupants and shaking itself more than
levers, were spinning along the rickety down grade ever.
that fortunately led them directly away from the
Chug, chug, chug, chug! They were over and the
pursuing dogs and the angry Turleyites behind.
car was still intact. Now they were shooting along
The hand-car rocked and quivered in a way which another rusted track that led them diagonally toh1a?e Fred fear that the thing might go to pieces wards, but by the station, which they would pass
while under such an unusual rate of speed. The within a hundred yards or so.
noise of dogs increased ; also the shouts of men.
Even Dick Callahan was beginning to feel that
"Viny," commanded Dick, "ef you want to reach they would succeed, when ttie station door opened
that preacher, you set down in front, and let these and out came Bad Anse Turley himself, followed by
men get hold with me. I hope the switch near the another smaller man.
main line is set right."
"Old Anse and the agen;t--by hokey!" gasped
Presently Fred and Mr. Knox were exerting their Dick, throwing his gun into quick firing position.
strength with Callahan to such purpose that the "I'll let 'em fire first, Viny."
wheels of the car fairly ji.1mped when rail-joints and
" Don't try to hit Paw," said the mountain girl,
curves were passed.
pitifully, divided between love and duty, that pulled
"Goodness, men!" said Mr. Knox. "Are not you her both ways, as it were.
afraid we may leave the track, or spread one of
For an instant Bad Anse stared, hardly comprethese crazy rails?"
hending. Mary Knox added her strength to those
"Can't help it, stranger," returned Callahan. pumping at the levers, seeing that speed just now
"We've got to get by that station and far enough might save lives and secure liberty.
ahead of Bad Anse's crowd, to be able to hold that
"Death and blazes!" shouted the big Turley
foxy agent down, ef he tries to stop us-see'?"
leader. "Ef that ain't our Big Dismal prisoners
Knox did not see, but he pumped away, nevetthe- and-and- see here; Sim. Ain't that my Malviny?
less, for other shots were being fired, and the occa- Who's the other gal, workin' them pumps?"
sional zipping of bullets near by made them all anx"I don't know, but you mustn't shoot at your own
ious to leave their pursuers as far behind as pos- flesh and blood--"
sible.
"Mustn't I? Get outn my way, Sim Turley!"
A final turn hid them from view of all but the
Bad Anse threw the agent aside with one swing
thickets of spruce pine which more thickly lined the of his left arm, and started to bring his gun to a
edges of the old field.
·
firing level. But he was already covered.
After that first shot Mary Knox sat silent in the
"Don't you fire, Anse Turley," called Callahan
place given to her, watching her father, and gather- coolly, or you'll make me kill my intended fathering hope by looking now and then at Fred's broad in-law."
'
shoulders bent manfully over the levers.
The car was shooting by a hundred yards away.
The old field once past, they sped on and on, for Dick had dropped to one knee, and Turley saw an
a mile or two more, emerging near the main line unerring gun muzzle pointing straight at his own
after half an hour of hard pumping.
heart.
"Now, Viny," cautioned Dick, "you watch for that
l\falviny, on her knees at the front, was the perwitch, while I gets out my gun. That agent is sure sonification of female anxiety-n ot fear for herself.
to make a bluff ef he sees us."
If either one killed or even.hurt the other, what misCallahan took his rifle, while Malviny again ·ery must she endure?"
•
,ugged in Dick's place at the lever. Mary insisted
" Don't ye bring that gun up any higher," sang
1pon helping, for the wild spirit of the escape was _out Dick. "Keep quiet. I won't hurt ye. I'll need
1lling her heart with a strange sense of wanting to you as a witness at Federal court next term; and
o something herself. Fred and the timber-puy er how in the nation am I goin' to get ye, ef I have to
ugged on as usual.
_plug ye one right now'? Savey-old man? Our
The woods presently gave back before a wide strip turn is coming now."
.
:head, where four gleaming lines of steel betokened
"What--w hat--" broke out the old man, fairly
hat the main line was at hand. It looked as if they foaming. "Jump off'n that thar car, Viny, or I'll
:rere going straight alongside of this, but Malviny, cut loose-sure I will!"
,·atching from the front, shouted back:
(To be continued.)
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
I 'J'he cocoanuts arc used in a variety of ways. It
CLERK'S MIST AKE
Mrs. Pcrlie :0. Lovett, wife of John W. Lovett, an is well k1fown that this fruit affords both food and
attorney of Anderson, Ind., received a letter the drink, but in addition to this, the fiber of the husk
other day that her husband addressed to her while is made into cordage.
he was at Ba ltimore, Sept. 25, 1919. After virtually
a tour of the work!, it was delivered to the Lovett
THREW AW A Y TREASURES
home here and Mr. Lovett, without opening it, formanuscript, stolen recently from
priceless
Many
warded it to his wife, who is resting for a few days
between Dijon and Meaux, inrailway
the
on
car
a
at a sanitarium at Ma,·tinsville.
of the famous poem "Roman
volumes
two
Because a mail dei:i~atching clerk probably cluding
r ecovered and now are debeen
have
Rose,"
la
de
glanced hastily at the address, he interpreted "IndiRegistrar at Chatillon-surCourt
the
with
posited
ana" as "India," and the letter was sent there. It
the first work of modern
was
poem
The
Seine.
was received at Bombay, Nov. 23, and the following
out 9f the language of
blossom
to
literature
French
day was stamped as a dead letter and was sent on a
the middle ages.
return trip.
An employee of the railroad found a large volume
It evidently passed through French provinces, for
the poem in his garden, which is separated from
of
a 30 centime collect stamp had been added, but the
railway track by a hedge, but attached no imthe
letter apparently had not been opened
.
I
·p ortance to the find until he read of the loss of
"Roman de la Rose." He then made a search of
the neighborhood and found two cases of manuSWALLOWS A TOOTHPICK
Swallowing a toothpick resulted in two operations scripts in a clump of trees a short distance from
being performed on William Edwards, su;perinten- the. tracks and another volume of the poem. They
dent of the Amsterdam Building Company of No. had suffered somewhat from humidity, but were
140 West 42d Street, New York, and which for a
.
not seriously damaged.
bl
t
·
time cau d h ·
The wooden cases in which the manuscripts ,v-ere
im serious rou e.
. se
Neaily _two ~onths ago Mr. Edwards was taken I found previously had been used for preserved food,
sudd~1:l~ ill. His case bore sympto?'1s of acute ap- and it is believed the robbers were stealing food.
pend1c1tis. He was removed from his home on Academy Street to St. Francis Hospital, Trenton, N. J.,
where an operation was p·erformed by Dr. Martin
TO RECEIVE REW ARD
W. Reddan. It was found that peritonitis had· deSecretary of War Newton D. Baker, General
veloped, but the appendix appeared to be all right.
John J. Pershing and General Peyton C. March,
A short time later his condition became worse. composing a board of award, will announce Lo an
Dr. Reddan operated again and found a toothpick awaiting juvenile world on April 19 next, the names
Mr. Edwards had swallowed perforated his intes- of three medal-winning school boys or gil..Js, who,
tines. This piece of wood was removed after a on February 20, 1920, wrote the best essays of all
delicate operation and Mr. Edwards is now doing the school boys and girls of America, on the subject:
nicely.
"What are the benefits of an enlistment in the U .. S.
Army?"
The contest is under the auspices of the War DeMONKEYS HELP PICK COCOANUT IN MALAY
In the islands of the Malay Archipelago the mon- ·partment and is open to the students of 1 all schools,
keys, which abound in those parts., are trained to be except colleges and universities, whether public,
useful, and to assist in picki,ng the cocoanuts off the private· or sectarian.
The winners may be of any age, any color, male or
trees. The monkeys can, climb higher than any
American or foreign born.
female,
be
man can go, and thus fruit that would otherwise
The winners of the contest will be brought on to
inac£_essible is gathu ed. A leading London daily
newspaper, in connection with this fact, impa:-ts the Washington, accompanied by parents or guardians
information that, on a certain cocoanut plantation with all expenses paid, where, on May 5, Secretary
in Sumatra, where the monkeys form an exceedingly Baker will present them with medals. There's a
valuable addition to the working staff, they abso- war department gold medal for first prize, a silve1·
lutely refuse to work overtime. Punctually at 4 medal for second prize and a bronze medal for third
o'clock every afternoon they come scuttling down prize. In addition three silver loving cups will be
from the trees, and no threats or entreaties can in- presented to the schools producing the winners.
Other prizes for state, county, district, township,/
duce them to pick one single nut more until the
city and village winners will probably be offered.
next day.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
1

.
GOAT CHEWS HIS $2 BILL.
IHence it may be that "two bits'' is of Southwestern
While Dr. l\fo~roe Bodenweiser, a surgeon, Tren- and not Eastern origin.
ton, was attendmg a sale of horses he became so
intereste~ that he failed to notice 'a goat edging
WIRELESS PHONE TALKS NOW HEARD
toward him. The goat had espied a number of $2
OVER 900 MILES
bills which the veterinarian was holding loosely in
The wireless telephone, used during the war for
his hands.
The goat sniffed at the money a few times ~nd conversations between airplanes and the ground, or
sank its teeth in one of the bills, extracting ·it from between ships a few miles apart, may now be used
the "roll" -and had it well masticated before the over a distance of 900 miles, and Robert F. Gowen,
veterinarian put the balance of the money jn his engineer in charge of the De Forest Radio Station
at Ossining, N. Y., believes conversations at any
pocket.
distance are within reach.
PIANO MOVER HELPS BURY BIGGEST
Mr. Gowen's experiments have been carried on
WOMAN
during the past thiity days, anq employing a small
To get the body of Mrs. Claudia Randall known aerial, a wave length of only 375 metres and oneas the largest woman in New Jersey, to the first third kilowatt of P~"".er,. he h~s talkep to Chicago
floor for her funeral, it was necessary to engage and othe: Weste~·n cities m ordmary tones and been
the services of a piano mover who lowered the heard without difficulty.
body from the third floor wind~w.
.
"We have reached the commercial development of
Mrs. Randall ·was twenty-nine years old, meas- the wireless telephone under all c_onditions, I should
ured six feet, seven inches around the waist and say," he stated to-day, "for a distance of at least
weighed 470 pounds. A special casket and bo~ had 300 ~iles-a service that is identical with the
to be lrnilt for the body.
long distance telephone."
An important phase of the work is that it has
ORIGIN OF "TWO BITS''
progressed during great static and atmospheric . disTo the Northern and Eastern people the term turbance, and interference from other stations.
"two bits" may sound like a slang expression, but to
"In spite of all these," said Jl,fr. Gowen, ·"when
the people of the West and Southwest it is a com- I picked up the telephone transmitting apparatus
mon, if not provincial one. The expression "a quar- at Ossining and spoke into it, just as any one might
ter" is seldom used there. It is invariably "two speak into the ordinary telephone, I discovered that
bits." It is, moreover, much easier to say "six bits" my voice was being-distinctly heard, ·first of all, in ·
than "seventy-five cents."
the little town at St. Mary's, Ohio.
Explanation of the origin of the term "bit" comes
"In the same way on other evenings following
from the 'reference to the mop.etary system in 1792, this initial performance, my wireless telephone
when the Spanish milled dollar became the unit of voice, it appeared thrown into 'the bottle' at Osmoney. At that time there happened to be coined sining, was immediately picked up at Columbia
under Spanish authority a piece of silver for Mexi- City, Ind., and afterward by other al'\lateur stations
co representing the eighth part of a dollar called a at Salem, 0., Gaffney, S. c., Wakefield, Mass., and
"real," after the name of a coin in Spain, and with Chicago.
tM same value as the early American shilling.
"In no case was any advance information given
Yankees used ·the shilling as a common expression, that I was to talk by wireless, so that those reand some can 1·emember when farmers in the Cen- ceiving the message were not on the lookout for
tral and Eastern States employed their extra help the messages."
at so many shillings a day. Six, eight, ten and
Two elements make possible this advance in
twelve shillings was heard in all lin·es of trade.
wireless telephony, according to Mr. Gowen. One
When the "forty-niners" went t~ California and is a new type of modulating circuit, and the other a
the Southwestern part of the United States they new type of glass in the manufacture of the wireless
found that dos reales of the Mexican was the equi- tube or audion-the device referred to as "the botvalent of two shillings in the United States. Later tle." The effect of the new circuit is to render voice
dos reales became common as a quarter. Americans transmission much clearer, while use of the new
have absorbed very few Mexican words. While the type of glass permits of much greater input circuit
language is filled with German and French words in the development of the wireless power. All the
few Spanish words are found. The Americans experiments were conducted on· the comparatively
never learned to say "dos reales," but they may have low wave lengths permitted for amateur use by
Americanized that amount by saying "two bits." Government regulations.
1
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breathe a word of what I tell you but to him for
whom I suffer, it will be-my fate.'
"I swore by all that is most holy to keep her seBy John Sherman.
cret until death; then she told me her story.
"She had been brought to Mexico from Spain by
.- .
early
The follow1_ng ~xp:rienc e ~app:ned to me a few her father, who was an Englishm an, at a very
was
she
her,
after
look
to
mother
no
Having
years ago w~1le vis1tmg a friend m the land of the age.
away
being
often
father
her
herself,
left entirely to
.
M~ntezum~s ·
tely
D?wn m _one of the v_alleys of Mexico, prote:ted from home. At sixteen she became affectiona
her
near
i·esided
who
by mighty hills on one side and a forest ?f a,n cient attached to a merchant 's son,
their
by
betrothed
formally
were
they
trees on the other, ther~ 'Yas a sort of Swiss_ cottage abode and
I had ?bserved when ~·idmg by of an evenmg; the parents.
d k
. dh
attraction was a beautiful face I had seen at one of "For th ree years sh e 1ive
new no
appi1y, an
the windows.
dream,
love's
young
her
of
charm
the
"Whenev er I rode past the sad beautiful ,face was care to break
marbe
to
were
they
}'."ear
~nother
of
end
the
at the window, looking out upon' the lands<;ape with a!1d at
1
age.
of
then
bemg
son
s
merchan_t
the
abstracte d mournful ness. The eyes, large, dark, and r.
In the meantim~ her father was to take her to
with a world of care in them, seemed as if always
~nd accordmg ly they started, full of happy
Eu~ope,
the
when
evening,
One
past.
the
looking back into
.
beautiful landscape .w as tinseled with the ruddy anticipati ons for the futu~e.
s
mountam
the
across
travelmg
"While they were
glow of the setting sun the lady stood out upon the
They
brigands.
of
band
a_
by
upon
set
we~e
balcony. I stopped and gazed at her. She looked they
of any
unusually melancho ly; her eyes were dim with tears, were stripped of everythm g they possessed
murdered
have
would
monsters
cruel
the
and
value,
exin
searching
and
but they were bright eager
father and daughter but for the arrival of their
'
'
pression.
"I was fascinate d by her extreme beauty; I was chief, who stayed their murderou s hands.
"But I am going on too fast. ' I will endeavor to
drawn towards her by an irresistib le power, and I
rememapproach ed to within a few feet of where she stood, relate the rest of her story, as well as I can
words.
own
her
in
it,
still keeping my eyes fixed upon her, as if under a ber
" 'Monti! Merciful Heaven! I did not expect
spell. I raised my hat and bowed. While bending
meet you here. This is fate!' exclaimed my
to
I
ground.
the
to
over my horse a white rose fell
ng the
dismount ed and pressed the fragrant blossom to my father, with signs of great terror, recognizi
brigand chief.
lips.
"Monti stood over my :father, who, trembling
looked
I
but
ed,
disappear
had
'· The strange lady
terupon the flow er she had thrown me as a sign of en- in every limb, shrank down, quailing in mortal- tall,
great,
Monti-a
feet.
brigand's
the
ror, at
rouragem ent.
crue l
" I led my horse by the .bridle round to the front powerful man- looked upon my father with
.
bitterness
wild
of the house and stood in a bower of beantiful
"'Yes; this is fate,' he said; and his savage tone
flowers that shaded the little veranda.
me to shudder. 'Accmsed hound! you made
caused
the
when
proceed,
to
'· I was meditatin g how best
to murlady appeared at the window. I thought she made me what I am. It was you who incited me
treachery
the
of
him
accusing
friend,
a sign to me, and, with my cheeks all aglow, and my der my only
which you were acting upon me; and, like the cowheart beating wildly, I approach ed.
ard you ever are, took advantag e of my drunkenat
her
d
,. She loo~ed at me timidly as I confronte
ness, and got me to kill poor Tom Chink, for whom
the open wmdow.
I would have died. And for what purpose was all
schoolnervous
a
like
" 'Madam,' I said, blushing
and
boy, 'I may have presumed ; if so, I crave your par- this? Because you were jealous of our claims,
postake
to
way,
the
of
out
us
don; but the sorrow that sat upon your fair face thought, by putting
; but
told me that you were pining under some great trou- session of them. So far you have succeeded
now.'
mine
is
e
vengeanc
ble-a trouble that is destroyin g your life.'
"I implored him on my knees to save my father.
" 'Yes,' she said, tearfully, 'I have a trouble- a
'Fear not for yourself, Caroline;, he said, with
"
and
away,
life
my
lingering sorrow- that is stealing
tendernes s in his tone and then we were consome
secret.
awful
this
with
not
but
yet I long to die;
he had
Yet how am I to relieve my burdened heart? I dare ducted to a cave in the m~untain s, where
father
my
that
believe
not
could
I
home.
his
made
not tell the truth, or he would come and kill me!'
him,
against
brought
had
Monti
what
of
guilty
was
in
" 'Madam,' I said, ready to sacrifice my life
begged
He
n.
accusatio
the
deny
not
could
he
but
service
of
be
can
I
defense of the beautiful lady, 'if
implacato you, I am youts to command. Trust me, your fervently for mercy, but the brigand washim.
move
to
failed
ble; even my pleading
secret shall be sacred.'
" 'Ask anything that wealth can get, or man or
' 'I can trust you,' she said, hopefully ; 'but if you
THE BRIGAN D'S PRIDE.
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woman accomplish, and it shall be done,' I cried, in
desperation.
'·Then he softened, and, looking upon me kindly,
he raised me from the ground.
" 'On one condition alone will I spare your
father,' he said, 'and that is that you become my
wife.'
"I vrns silent. I dared not refuse, for my father's
sake, and my love for dear Alfred forbade me giving my assent; but my father, only too glad to escape on such terms, gave me to the brigand. The
next" morning the services of a priest were procured
and we were married. I was too prostrated by this
sacrifice to a man I knew I should always despise to
fully realize my position. Monti got my father to
take this house for me a month after I became the
brigand's bride, and I was brought here, my husband having exacted a solemn vow from me at the
altar of the Virgin that I would never betray him,
no matter what I heard: and living as I do. within a
few miles ·of my betrothed, I dared not, op pain of
death, Ree anyone but you,' she adde~, convulsively.
'You will tell him of my unhappiness; that I am still
true to him. Nine months have passed since I left
him. Take him this token of my love.'
'·She took a pair of scissors from a table and held
them out to me.
" 'Cut this lock of hair, it is a part of me, and he
will appreciate it the more as you cut it; my hand is
too unsteady,' she said, holding out a tress of her
beautiful hair.
'· I did so, and folded it up carefully, and delivered
it the same night, afterwards relating her story to
her lover.
"His whole nature seemed to change in a moment,
and he swore to have the life of the brigand. The
next night he went on his deadly errand; he knew
Monti from seeing him at the mines, and said he
would wait for him.
"I went the next night, too, and took up my position near the cottage, and waited 'for some time, till
I began to weary. It was long past midnight and
neither of them had arrived. I was about to go in
search of the young merchant when I heard hurried
footsteps approaching, and a giant figure, enveloped in a long cloak, strode up to the open window.
" 'Monti!' I he~rd the lady say.
" 'Perjured traitress!' he exclaimed, and his deep
voice rolled like thundei-. Take back your token of
love!' and he flung something in her face that left a
red mark across her cheek as it fell.
" 'What does this mean ?' she cried, in horror,
picking up the lock of hair I had conveyed to her
lover, covered with blood.
" 'A token of your stripling paramour's death,'
said Monti, fiendishly. 'You will find his body at
· the mountain pass, where you sent him to wait for
and kill me.'
"The lady nttered a piercing cry and fell at his
feet. I sprang into the room and emptied the whole

six barrels of tny revolver into his skull. I raised
the lady, but she was quite dead. I got a gold medal
for killing the brigand."

••
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SINGING SANDS OF MICHIGAN EXPLAINED
An interesting attempt is made by a writer in
Science to explain the singing sands of Lake Michigan. These extend along its eastern shore from
Gary at the southern extremity to Mackinac at the
northern with comparatively few breaks or interruptions. Throughout this region the sands near
the water's edge, in dry weather, emit a peculiar
but definite and unmistakable sound when the foot
of the pedestrian pushes through them in an abrasive
way. This unusual sound is produced not only by
the leather-shod foot but is emitted also if the bare
foot or hand is stru'ck through the grains or if a
stick is trailed, boy-fashion, behind.
The sound is produced only when the sand is dry,
and apparently the dryer the sand is, the louder the
sound produced. In wet weather or when the sand is
moderately moist, the sound is not produced. As one
walks away from the water's edge he may be astonished to find out that the sound-producing sand
.ceases rather abruptly about fifty to one hundred
fe'e t from the shore line. The upper limit of the singing sands is practically identical with the upper
wave limit, that is, the boundary reached by the
waves during storms.
"My hypothesis, briefly stated, is this, " says a
writer in Science. "The sand grains on the lower
beach and as far as the upper limit of the storm
beach are bathed periodically by the waters of the
lake which contain various salts including calcium
and magnesium bicarbonates. This water dries on
the grains of sand, coating the surfaces with an extremely thin film of salts including calcium and
magnesium carbonates. This film is of such a natur,e
as to create considerable friction when rubbed and
thus when the !frains are br?ught _into contact with
various surfaces a sound is emitted. One may
compare the action of the film of dried salts on the
sand grains with the action of rosin on the violin
bow.
· "The beach sand is, of course, the same sand which
later goes to form the dunes when transported by
the wind but during this transportation, due to the
·abrasive 'action of grain against grain, much of the
salt film is rubbed off and carried on by the wind in
the same mann~r that clay dust is, to be deposited in
quiet places as on the forest floor beyond. After
deposition in bl~wouts ?r on dunes, th~ grah~s are
subjected from time to time to the leachmg action of
rain water and this completes the ~·emoval of calcium and magnesium carbonates (111 the form of
bicarbonates and of the other salts) so that the
oi-iginal sand grain surface is rest~red_ or~ to sp~ak
metaphorically, the sands lose their Slllgmg voice.
Such is the hvnothesis."
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W E S T W E E K L Y the length of its jaws, has a pocket on the under
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ side of its body nearly half its length. lt is found
NEW YORK, MARCH 12, 1920.
in the male species only, and is the only part of its
body which is unprotected by large bat plates, which
take the place of scales in its protective armor. If
a
pipefish is taken from the ·water and its little ones
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
shaken out of the pouch back into the water they
always seem either unable or disinclined to run
7 Cents
Single CopleR .......... , .......... , ............... .
One' Copy 'l'bree Month.a............................
90 Cents
away. But if the father is placed in the water
One Copy Six Uonth.s ............. ............... . . $1.71>
again,
all the small fish immediately swim back into
One Copy One Yea,·....... ......................... ~.50
the pouch. These curious little creatures have pre- .
Canada, $4.00; 1:'oreign, $ ,1.50.
hensile tails, which they use to hold on to the seaPOSTAGE I•'REE
liOW TO SEND :IIOYEY-At our risk send P. 0 . Money
weed to prevent themselves being carried away by
Order. Cb1>ck or Reg!:;tered Letter: rPmitfances !n any other
the tide. The pipe-fish is simi~ar to the small eel,
way are at your rlsl{. \Ve arrept Postage Stamps tlle same as
cash. When sending silver wrap the Colo in a separate piece
being about a foot in length and ai11 inch in thickot paper to avoid cutti ng the envelope. Write your name and
address plainl y. .Address letters to
ness, but, unlike the eel, it has a very long jaw.
HARRY

E.

WOLFF,

.. .... ..

Publisher,

166 West 23d St., New York
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CHUCKLES

Redd-The doctor said he'd have me 011 my feet
in a fortnight. Greene-And he did? "sure; I've
Nucie, a monkey at the California Land Show at had to sell my automobile."
San Francisco, escaped from her cage, disappeared
in the recesses of the great pipe organ in the muniThe Missionary-And do you find any signs of
cipal auditorium, which was played regularly night the natives of these islands becoming civilized? The
and day, and was found five days later in the bass Exporer-Oh, rather. they don't eat missionaries
cleff of the organ, with two little monkeys.
now. They hold them .lOr ransom.

GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

On her fourteenth birthday last spring, Madge
Teachei:-Don't you know that punctuation means
Knisley, of Basnettsville, near Fairmont, W. Va.,
that you must pause? Willie-'Course I do. An
lost her ring. The prized piece of jewelry was
auto driver punctuated his tire in front of our house ·
found recently about th~ neck of a strangled rat.
Sunday and he paused for half a;n hour.
Truthful folk here say the ring must have fallen
over the head of the rodent when young and caused
He--If I was rich, dal·ling, would you love nie
his premature death.
more than you do? She-Well, I might not love Mrs. Lydia DeNoon heard some one in her chicken you any more, but I should look forward to our wedhouse a few nights ago. Going out to investigate, ding day with a great deal of more impatience than
she found two hens missing. The next morning she I do at present.
found on the chicken house floor a $10 bill. The
thief evidently had pulled a string out of his pocket
Briggs-A .. safe conversational rule is, When in
with which to tie the sack, and with ·it came the doubt talk of the weather. Griggs-Safe nothing!
$10. The thief will hardly call and claim his prop- I m~t my tailor yesterday, and on my speaking of
erty.
the weather he replied: "Yes, it is unsettled, and
that reminds me of that little bill of yours."
With the aid of steel pliers, Lawrence Dahman, a
city foreman, captured James Ellington, a prisoner
"Maw!" "Well, Junior?" "Paw don't know much
who escaped from the turnkey of the County Jail, b t
· d
h ?" , N t
h b t h
-y
k
d
a ou music, oes e.
· o very muc ; u w y
h th
1.
oungstown, O., wen e turn ey s1ppe
on some d0
k'?""Atthe h
th· ft
t Id
ice and fell. Ellington was running past No. 1 fire . you as ·
s ow is a. er_noon _a man
th
th
st
station when Dahman drew the pliers from his paw ~ l~dy on e _age w~s smgmg high G, and
pocket. "Don't shoot," said the fugitive as he sur- paw said it sounde? hke H.
rendered. Before he discovered he had been deThe children were telling a vistor what they stuceived, he was turned over to the police.
died at schopl. "l,1' said the eldest, "get reading,
The kangaroo has always seemed to have the spelling and definitions. " "And what do you get,
monopoly of that convenient way of carrying its my little man?" said the visitor, addressing the litbabies in a pouch, but it has been discovered that a tlest one, who, had listened in a bored way while the
fish has the same useful receptacle which it uses for others recited their lists. " Oh, I dets readin', spellthe same purpose. The pipefish, as it is called from in' and spankin'."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
HER STOCKING BANK FAILS
Having been ;:i.dvi~ed by her physician to go to
the country fol' her health, Mrs. Bessie Silverstein,
45 years old, a widow, living at 1,412 Franklin Avenue, New York, drew out her deposit of $1,238.73
from the Dry Dock Sa'. vings Bank the other afternoon· and put it in her stocking. She then made
some purchases at a drug store at Second Street and
Second A venue. She had taken a few steps along
Second Avenue when a woman called her attention
to the fact that her stocking was dragging. In a
second Mrs. 'Silverstein discovered that all her
money was gone. She retraced her steps to the drug
store and then to the bank without finding the money
or any one who had Reen it. Then she told the story
at Police Headquarters.

will play huge captives on these crude hooks ' and
eventually draw them alongside and kill them.
So111etimes the boats are capsized. As the shark
charges the man in the water, the man lives under
it and rips open its stomach. Unfortunately for the
islander, the sharks are very cunning, and generally
a dozen of them attack a man at once, when of
course he has not a chance for his life, and is quick:ly torn to pieces. The shark teeth are used by the
natives to put a cutting edge on their spears.
The islanders troll with pearl shell hooks to lure
the albicore, bonito, sea pike and coryphama. The
last named is the most remarkable of fish, changing
all colors of the rainbow when dying. It has long
been misnamed by sailors the dolphin.
Many of the instruments used in making nets are
almost identical with those used by the crofters in
HOLD A MUMMY AND CAN'T LET GO .
the North of Scotland. Thus we find that people
An English mummy, to which the name of "Old separated by th~ width of the world, of different
Jimmy" has been irreverently given, is bothering race, color and intelligence, make articles almost
the Rev. B. Saunders Lloyd, rector, and the wardens the same.
and vestrymen of the ancient City Church of St.
Many and ingenious are the fish traps used in
James, behind the Mansicm House Station. They the South Seas. Squar~ traps are used by the nahave it on their hands and can get no trace of its tives of Washington Island and the GilbertR. Th0v
origin or age, and they wish to dispose of it.
are made from bamboo held together by string.
It first came to the attention of the church au- Some are used to catch the castor oil fish, one vel'y
thorities in 1665, when the- great fire of London, difficult to take, as its habitat is a hundred fathw1 ·
whose ruins covered 3.96 acres, consumed the old down. The traps are similar in desiQ:n. Th0 · ·church. In overhauling the vaults about that time cular entrance runs about three quarters of the
the mummy was taken upstairs to be shown to the length of the trap and narrows gradually. Bevond
curious, and it was overlooked when the vaults were its end bait is placed. The fish swims in, and passes
resealed. A special box was made for it, and it lay out of the circular tube into the larger confines of
in a dark corner of the church 'for generations. Oc- the trap.
casionally it was shown to special visitors, members
Traps are used by the Solomon Islanders for takof the rnyal family among them.
ing small fish. The crab trap consists of a small
Now the church authorities feel that it is en- net inside which is placed a medium sized clam
titled to decent burial and they have no place to put ·shell rather a small one--for in this part of the
it. In any case, they hope to get rid of it, as it has world clams attain to the weight of a ton. The
given the old church an uncanny reputation.
shell inside the net is lowered to the bottom of the
lagoon, opening automatically as it strikes the botSOUTH SEA ISLANDERS
tom. When ·a crab e~ters the net, the mouth of
The Solomon islanders make their craft out of which is kept open by the extended shell, the watchenormous hollow logs, which are strengthened with ing fisherman pulls on the string, thereby closing
ribs at the upper ends, onto which stout planks are the shell with the crab inside it. -Fish are also
also sewn. These they . use exclusively for head speared by many of the islanders.
hunting raids. When first launched human sacriFloats are also used by the Solomon Islan.ders.
fices are made to propitiate the spirit of the water. Attached to the bottom of these floats are baited
The head of the canoe is always decorated with a hooks. A fisherman puts a lot of these out at once.
carved representation of the deity of the sea.
He knows a fish is taken when the float becomes
The South Sea islanders are as adept at fishing violently agitated. It is made large and buoyant
as they are at canoeing. They go out in frail can- enough to hold a fairly large fish. Thus by spear,
oes outside the reefs where sharks usually lie, and net, trap and float do the South Sea Islanders get
catch these ugly monsters from three to fifteen feet 011e of their chief sources of food from waters
long. Balancing with a ma1:·vellous ability no abundantly stocked with a great variety of edible
white man could ever hope to emulate, the natives fish.
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GOOD READING
MAGELLAN STRAITS HARD HIT .
SOME STRANGE PATENTS
Since the opening of the Panama Canal the Straits
In enumerating some of the strange patents sancof Magellan are almost deserted. An official Chilian tioned by the Patent Office an attorney mentions a
report states that only ninety-nine vessels called at tornado proof house, the invention of a New EngPunta Arena in 1918, against 476 in 1912.
land man. It is built on a pivot so that every breeze
turns it with its head to the ,vind.
FIRE REVEALS WHISKY STILL
Among other inventions is a "pedal calorificator,"
Fire in a four-family dwelling, Holyoke, Mass., with which one can blow npon one's toes to warm
early the other day led to the discovery by the fire- them. It is a tube, worn under the clothes, with a
men of a crude whisky still in the attic and caused branch leading to each foot and a mouthpiece at
the arrest of Albert Authier, who later pleaded not the top. Then there are a polisher for false teet;hguilty to violation of the Volstead prohibtion en- merely the end of a corncob stuck on a stick; a
forcement act in maintaining a liquor nuisance. He sanitary pocket for carrying chewing gum, a wooden
was held for trial.
.
bit for preventing snoring, a noiseless alarm clock
The still consisted of an arrangement of two ket- that yanks the sleeper's al'm instead of ringing, anLles, three barrels, rubber tubing and a gas range. other that sta1·ts a mechanism that throws him out
Ten gallons of elderberry wine :;tnd thirty gallons of bed, and a machine for ronnting eggR aR they are
of sherry wine were seized.
laid.
RODENTS lNJURE ORCHARDS
[nvestigation in the fruit sections of Orange
County show that a vast amount of damage has been
done to various kinds of fruit trees bv mice and
rabbits, which have "girdled" the free~, source of
f@od supply having been cut off by the deep snow.
At Haleseddy, north of Middletown, N. Y., prac"
tically one entirn village is in the grip of influenza.
Doctors from Hancock and Deposit are spending
most of their time there. Only one df'ath has occurred thus far.

SCE NARIOS
By JAMES P. COGAN
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Authors-Famous Artists-Fine Presswork
It contains ~xciting- and mysterious detective sto.ries, s ketches.
novelettes, serials and a large amount oC other interestin g matter
Order a co py from rhis list.
·
-

LATEST ISSUES -

N~
'2 SAKCTUARY, b:r
W!lllam
Hamilton Osborne.
(3 THF: MYSTERY OF THE
SEYEN
SHADOWS.
by
Gharles F . Oursler.
44 THl•: SIG:-. OF 'l'HE DR.A·
GOK. by C. Martin Eddy,
Jr.'
45 "THE MAGIC OF DETEC·
TTYE WOO FANG," by
Frank Whitfield.
,
(G THE DECOY. by Wi111am
Hamilton Oshorne.
47 THE
HOUSE WITH 30
STEPS, by R&Jph D. Porter.
48 WHEN
Tl:1lll
CLOCK
STRUCK 13, hy Dr. Harry
Enton.

N~
49 A PTF.CE OF BT.OTTING
PAPER, by Dorothy Weber.
50 THB $~00.000 ~YS'.U:HY, by
F.thPl R<>SeJU!ln.
51 "THE CASE OF DOCTOR
RRlCE," by Mary R. P.
HAtch.
52 "THE PHANTOM MOTOR,"
bv Laura RP;d Montgomery.
53 "'iHE BLACK.TACK." by
Wllllnm Hamllton Osborne.
54 '".r H B W HI SP E R I NG
RRAD."
h.,· Charles E.
OnrRler.
5~ T JI FJ
I NS ;p EC TO R 'S
STRANGE CASE." by Ben·
!ah Poynter.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 56 is
''THE SECRET OF THE SEALED ~OOK," by E. Rosemon
F 'RANK TOlJ8EY, Publlaher. 188 W. 28d St ,. N ew Yor k CU7.

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Playera
PRICE

SEVEN

CENTS

PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading.

Magnificent Colored Cover Portrait,
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday

Each number contains Fi\·e StoriPs of tbe Best Films on the
lkreens- J.:legant Half-tone Scenes trom cl1e Pla>"s-Interestlng
Articles Abouf Promin ent People lu the Films-Doings ot
Actors and Ac resses in th e Studios and While Picrure-maklngLessons in Scenario Writing.
THIS

LITTLE ~IAGAZl::,.'E Gl YES YOU MORE FO R
MONEY THAJS A:SY OTHER SDIILAR PUB LICATIO:S ON THE MARKt::Tl

Y O UR

Its authors are the ,ery best that money can procu re; I ts
profuse illustrations are exq uisite, and It s s p ecial Rrticles are by
the greatest ellperts in their particular llne.
Buy a copy Now from your uewsdealer, or send us 7 cents 1Ja
money or postage stamps, and we w!ll mail you any nu mber
you desi re.

HARRY E. W&LFF, Pab., 166 W. 21d St., New York City

•N-G
'

REAL PHONOGRAPH FREE
Beautifully finished, nickel windina:

~~~

,~*1r~mN~~· f!;~~v!dg~~~~a

box with mica diaphragm makes perfect rel?roductions of
all kinds of music. A marvel•
ous machine in every way.
J>elichted Uio121&0.ds of homa&.

SEND NO MONEY

J"ul1; your name, an d we will H D4
you 2' of ou t A.rt Pictures to dl1•
pose of on special offer at 2k
each. Send us th• $& J OU col•
led at1d we will send. tbia n ew
improved R. D. L. Phonocrap)a
and a ael~tloa of 6 roeord.a fr1e.

NINE MONTHS TO PAY
Immediate posseasiou e n our fib ..
eral Ea•y Monthly Paym•nt plan
- the moat liber a l t erms e ver offered

on a h hth a r ade bicycle.

FACTORY TO RIDER price9 save
you money. W e m ake our bicycles
in our own new model factory and
aell direct to you. We put real
quality in t h em and our bicyclea
must satisfy y ou.
44 STYLES, colors. and alzes to
choose f rom in our famous RANGER
line. Send for hie beautif ul cataloe.
Many pa rents a dvance the first
payment and e.neraetic boys by odd
Jbba - p aper r outes, d elivery fo r
s torea;ete., make the lttcycle e arn

Are you one of the 98% who

didn't finish High School? If so you
are badly handicapped. Without this
trajning you are barred from a successful business career, from the
leading professions, fro.n well-paid
civil service jobs, from teaching and
college entrance, in fact from all
worthwhile positions.

m,

THIS
G
IRAI IIJG

You don't want
to be handicapped
nor do you have to
~
be. Let the Amer'V
ii icar1 School giv·e
you the training you missed. Our

· ,

N

High School Course covers every subject
taught in a resident school. It will broaden
your knowledge, make you keen, alert and
capable and fit you to earn a higher
salary. You can complete the entire
course in two years.

m:~tlJt:EitJ~i'i:~~::~z !na13~ig~V~

BIG VALUE for IO Ots.

6 Son&s, w ords a nd music; 25 Pictures Pretty Girls;40 Ways t o Make
Money; l J oke Book ; l Book on
Love ; l Magic Book; l Book Letter
Writing; l Dream Book and For•
tune TeJler ; l Cook Book; l Base
Ball Book, &'ives rules for games ; 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers; l Morse Telegraph Alpha~
bet; 12 Chemical E:rperiments;
.•
Magic A,re Table ; Great North Pole
·
Game; 100 Conundrums; 3 Puzzles;
12 Games : ~O Verses for Autograph Albums.
All
the above by mail for 10 ct&. and 2 eta. postage.
BOY.lL SALES CQ., Box to , Soatb Norwalk, Conn.

'

Tll:IAL. ~ Select the bicycle you want and t erms

tThalR
t .E
uiSt:1y:;;:~C~:;"3Jhi;:rsz:i~:ir1ea and •rte for a11

'to

bicycles-at tialf usual prices. S END
MO NEY'
but w rit e today for the hie new cataloa-, prices and t erms..

M EA D

CYCLE COMPANY
Dept. T188~hlcago

Test this Course at our expense.

T ake ten full exammations, then:; }lou don't
feel satisfied you are not o ut one cent.
Training alone will make you master of your
work, able to think and act for yourself
and c0mi:ietent enough to secure and hold
the position you want. Whether you lack
High School traini ng or specialized instruc•
tion NOW is the time to get it.

BIG DEMAND FOIi
SIC';!!.LED WOIIIKEIIS
The demand was never greater for skilled
w orkers in every trade and profession. The
pay was never higher-the opportunities
never greater. Train and get into the game
fo r all it is worth. We auarantee oatisfac•
tion. You do not risk one cent. Check and
mai! Coupon NOW. We will promptly send
you full details and Free Bulletin.

A NEIIICAN SCHOOL
OP COARUPONDI NCI
Deo t.

H -932

Chicaao, Illinois

Tell me how I c an fit myself
for the p osition mar ked X :
•....R ia:h School Graduate

.....Shop Superintendent

:::::¥!~:h~~~
EE":~nr.e ::r
..... Archi tect

:::::h~~~:S
Manq er
..... Auditor

:::~i~~~~Y~~f~~~

::::i~kf:e•i~•r
..... Fire lnsuranee Adjuster
:::::it~~~cib~!'\~~fter

..... Draftsman

... .. Mechanical Eng-ineer

:::~~i~?~~e::er

HICE

12c........-..
a,G FUN
You apparen'1,r
Boys
ob1ec\.
maaie trick noveltf Fu:• with
Sk>oe, &JJ..1

It.

.• -

J'l..,.

·

MARVEL IIFC. CO.. De,t. 13. NEW HAYEN. COIIN.

ROW TO MAKE LOVE

.....Certified Public Aecoontut

n ........ . -

-.

SN Bonoo In
eaeh X Ra:,.

CATCH GAlllE AND F I SH. Hunters· a nd
Angle-rs' secrets. .Also how to m ake invlstble
ink , p reserve eggs, d estro y r a ts. m ake b ever•
ages, etc. 25 valu·a ble s ecrets and useful
torm ulas f or 10c. H11,7e a Sup,plJ' Co., 227 l\lalu
St., Nash vi lle, Tenn.' - - - - - - - - --

<NEW BOOK)TellJ how to Get

Name ..................................................................._ ........ _.....
.ldcre::.~ ................. ................

Me tbru

. . . . . . ._ _ _ , . . . _ _ _ .

BOUL

•oo,

Acquainted; Row to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to win an Heiress; bow to catch
a Rich Bacltelor; bow to m anage your
beau tomakeblmrropo se;how to m ake
your fellow or &fr love you; whattodo
before and after the weddJng, Tells
other thin&• necessary for I.overs tll
know, Samote COE}' b_Y- mall JO c,,,nta,

l;Ott 1191 9,

ao, IIGl'ff!illss Cata

OBACCO

Or SNUFF HABIT

The letters of the alphabet are numbered: A ls 1; j3 2; C 8; D 4,
:::-,fr-::"~w- and so on. The ft&"ures in the little squares to the left represent
four words. (20 ls the letter "T"), What are the tour words? Can
you work It out? lt so, send yo11r anslfer q_nlck. Surely you
want this fine, µ.ew Ford a.uto. i;end no mopey wH)l solution.

C red or NO PAY
elgarettea.

S,El'liD ANSWER TO-DAY

No matter whether 11•ed In plpe,
the torm ol anull'.
Su;,..rlla Tobacco Remedy contains notbinw
1nJurJous, no dope, polsone, or habit torno•
tng drugs. Guaranteed. Sent on trial. It
!t c•re, costs you one dollar. It lt Lalli, or tf
you are not perfectly eatlslled, co•t• yoa
Aothlng. Write tor tull remedy today.

We not only g-lve awaytht~ Ford auto, but hundreds of dollars In cash and
SCOfCS or other viluable prizes. Bicycles, Guns, ,vatchcs, Talking J.1.acbincs,
,omcthing for cver)•body. Everyone who answers this ca::i ha vc a prize of some
sort. There are no losers. Nothlntr difficult to do. Enrybody wins. Some-one 1:ds th.is new 1919 Ford Auto free. Why not your A.dares.s

"llfars, chewed, or used ln

141 West Ohio Street, Dept. Si

IVP~RBA. COMl'.lNV.

8
!ryf~!
ou
!
!2~'
LES
I
P

O..t a ,mall box or 01! 'Ii
Koreln (In capsules) at any dl'\li

Wonderful Treatment.
.My internal method of treatment is
the correct one, p.µd is sanctioned by the
best informed physicians and surgeons.
Ointments, saives and other local applications give only temporary relief.

atore. Follow simple dlrection1
and reduce ~t ten.st one pound,
&veru.1e, weekly undtr $100 guar·
antee. APsolutoly wholC.10,ne; en-

:::~~d t!1mfi~Y~,~1fy~9·

nJh;ro~:
reduct.ton you will make wonderful rain in phy,:fcal and mental enera. Add yeara fo you,
life. Rem•mber Qll or Koreln.
t
Non-pur1atfve; no thyrol4,
1ihe Uru8'¥i1n1'; or w,:.lte 1o1
FREE DOOK to :5:ore!n Com•
PADJ', NG-103, Station F, New York C!ty, Best "1•1.hod
ln the world to become slender ciuickly, aafe)y. lncxpenalvely-and stay thll). Every onr-atout tnan or
wom.11.n fflhould 111~1 wetaht Rnd hnpro,e ,:,ononaliLY.

If you have piles In any form write for a
FREF'. sample of Page's• PIie Tablets and
YOU will bless the day that you read this.

Write to-day.
R, fL fllge. If DA,

fage Building, Marshall, Hieb.

Write to Riker & King, 4.dvortising Offices, 118 East 28tl, Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash Ave,me, C/,jcago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.

HELP WANTED-Continued

AIDS TO EFFICIENCY

Baltimore, . . .

i2 to $500 E..I.CH paid tor Huudreds of

Coins dated before 181)5, Keep ALL old
Money. You may have Coins worth a
Lorge Premium. Send 10c. for new
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x6.
•
Get Posted at Once.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 85, Le Boy, N. Y.

CET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE

STACE

1

arie~"f~~~1:Jc!~~'::!::J~ ,~i:1:J·d~:'a~~:
T::~~~1-::e:~~~~Or..0=1:::~d;~ 1«rit;
0

1 ~fii~~~~eb~t~·,~ft~t~~~~:,1r.~tR"k'l:
Send 6 centa .....~. &nd •tale ·~· and occunution.

- - - ~__f_!!EDERIC LA DELLE, Sta,21(,JACKSON. MIClf,

E A Ds

LI

ant.

0 LD COINS WANTED

PERSONAL

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revtse posma,
write mus1o o.nd i:\l&rantee to secure publication. Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C,
Fitzrerald Build.in&, !\ew York.
LONELY MAIDEN, 26, would marry, \Vrltt !or pie•
ture. BoJ: 150K, Syracuse, N. Y.
MARRY. Thousands people; &!! ages; worth $5,000 to
$400,000; anxious for marria1e; write for my list:
FREE. Ralph Hyde, B2 Minna St., San Francisco, Cal.
IF YOU WANT a Ileall.hy, Wealthy, Loving wife, wr!ta
me. M. A., 4214 Call!ornla St., San Francisco, Cal.
MARRY IF LONELY; lfost successful "Home Maker. 0
Confidential, reliable, years' experience, descrfptiont
rree. "The Successful Club," Box 556, Oakland, Cal.
MARRY RICH, hundreds anxious, description Ust free,
satisfaction guarantied. Select Club, Dept. A, Lake
Preston, So. Dak.
MARRY: MANY RICH. Particulars for stamp. Mrs.
Morrison, 3053 W. Holden St., Seattle, Wash.

Wl1!TE THE WO!lDS FOR'A SONG. We revls1 poems, SECRET SERVICE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES
writG music and narantee to sec'ure publication. Sub~
Earn bi& money. 'fr&vel everya.rq 1D demand.
mH Poems on JLDY aubJect. Broadlfay Studios, 165C. where.
Fascinating work. Lea.rljl thts profession by
Flt•gertld Buildln11, New York,
American School of
home study, Particulars free.
Cr!m1nololt1, Dept. M. Detroit. Mich.
AGENTS
e·
All El~TS, make bl& profit sellln~ our extracts, per- BE A DETECTIVE. Opportunity for men and women
for secret lnvesu,ation In your district. Write C. 'l.
1umes, cold creams, face :powd!ra, splcts, medicines,
etc.; be•uttful hJa-h-grade ltne; eJ:clusive territory; Ludwi,r, 521 \Veitbver Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.
Lacasslaa Co., Dept. 209, St.
aaruple ,oap tree.
J...ouJs. Mo.
HAMILTON$ TRAPPERS LURE. Lures al! kind ol
IF YOU WISH n pretty nnrl wealthy w!re, writs mt
2ame. Box 25 cts., five $1. A&eu.ta wanted. Ham·
cnclostnr n stamped envelope and I will answer~
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: Splendid pay and
lltar, Mlr.. Barnes City, Iowa.
Unllmlted ad,ance- T,!Jl!an Sproul. Station H. Cleveland. 0.
Travel if desired.
txpenses.
ment. No age lhµit. Three months' home etudY. Sit· ~1ARRY: Names, Addresses, ladies and gentlemen deslr1tan~
<$ ~cJ T~o!~~O
0
0
tnc early marriaie 25 cts. Sweetbeare1 Maraztue.
tree sample and •rent's otter. ~\~Jf~en
start you free. Send
C. ~'{P!~.
Barnes CJty, Iowa.
L. A. Rn!Jhl Co., lU llh,ket SL, SL Louls, ~fo.
!n1 rnsUtute, Butralo, N, Y.
Thousands conrenlal people, worth from
MARRY:
ART AND DEN PICTURES
$1,000 to $50.000 se!klng ear1y marriage, description.
l\flSCELLANEOUS
free. Sea.led. Either- Bf'X. Bend
tmrocluC'tlon,
photos.
ORIENTAL OANCER: she does real Salome wls,Je,
0
no money. Address StandRrd Cor. Club. Grayslake, tll.
s••led 25 ets. )Iamllton )fig., BJrn•• City, lowa.
~~R~:.r~~t~e ~os~~u~~
REAL PHOTOGRAPHS, sure to Jl)ease. j:lend 25 els. ,n!t l)oeri1s on any subject. Broadway Studios, !SSC, GET MARRIED-Best ll!Rtrlmon!nl M•g01.tne publlslml.
BJmllton Company, Uarne• ('tty. Jo:.:".c.c'"::.c·_ _ _ __
Malled FREE. Manr worth from $1.000 and upward
}'(tzgernld Bulldln~. New York.
wanted lO get marrled, either sex. American Distributor,
EL,ECTRICAJ,. T,11ooln& M:,chlne, $3, $5 and $1. Cata· Blairsville. Po.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Ctn·
X,
vtn,,
101'
'I'emJ<e,
JL
J.
atlm'p.
ror
lo'1Je
1
1
SIXTH AND SEVENTH BOOl<S OF MOSES. E~yptlan
1ru!~iie:i' daiexB~J ~ef~~~ce!'1l~~j;h.l'J'. d~;.'1,.f~ dnnnu. o.
secrets. Black art. oUier rare books. Cat.a.lo,: free.
,ue us thorougl1Jy, tbaL's au we ask. Results count. 24 FUN CREA.TING CARDS and b!i' man, 10c ,nver. Star
Book Co., RKL20. Camden, N. J.
Our plan $1 do\yp, balance monthly, few months gives
Durso, Dept. S9, 15 Mu)berb, N. Y. City.
SCIENTIFIC
•
~~:bfu»t'eJ>r~::a
rno~e wr:~~~~~f D:::Pil~
BOYS, get tills: Out late,t cat&lof or new Dove!Uea YOUR L!FE
STORY !n the stars. Send birth date and
Addren Sourlake Texas OU Co.. 3"0 DeMouil, l:lt.
now printing. Send 10 eta. for your copy, Empire
Eddy, 840 East 55th, C!t!cal[O,
reading.
trial
for
dime
Louts·. Mo.
Supply Co., 24 Norrlo Ave., Pawtucket,· R. 1.
U. S. A., Apartment 73.
Detter than Three Weeks; Droacacclo"s ASTROLOGICAL READING given with Key to Realtl,.
TEN DAYS.
COINS AND ST AMPS
Stories; IJest you ·ever read; 'bl• seller all tJ1e t!,me.
1
10 ets. blrthdate, worth $1. JQSepb L. De,ere, 123
1o_gu:Hm:·n~!g,tJ:.:;r JI~~~
Send 25 cq. tor sample book. cussrcs PU2LISH- West 'M adison Street. Chtc11to.
•
iNo COMPANY, sss River St., Troy, N. 'r.
!!oiton.
CRYSTAL GAZING, the craze. Send self addressed
stamped envelope for free instructions. Prtf. Zanclc.
ADVENTURE, A11 Story, Argosy. Pop, Mech., Motion
FOR THE HEAL TH
Picture and hundreds ot other marazlnea for sale by Box 581, Asbury _)'ark, N. J.
\Uu~J.D;,u1:t~ Boston liai:azlne Exchanre, 100 )founttort SL, Booton,
INk~rr~.w~: i.rn~I 'ii'ete~P.s C.~/JBo~A
STAMMERING
M;...
Write Eugene Eaton, Dept. 55, Brandon, Ore,:on.
ST-STU-T-T-TERINO ancl stammerlni cure~ at homa,
Walter McDDnnell, 15
~USICAL
Instructive booklet Tree.
CEO. REYNOLDS, who w1l11hed 240 lbs .. was cum•
bersome, aUlng and uncomfortable, recluced hit we1Jht WRITE THI,: WORDS FOR fl. SD,',IG. Wo wrlt.6 mllslc, Poto11111c Bank Bldg. ·wuhinKton. D. C.
111arantee pubIJsher's accepf.anc~. Submit poems on STAMMERING, stuttering, Etc. Cured. Rome treatto 178 lbs, at rat~ or on• pound dally by uslnr Oil of
1.;orein. Obtainabht at busy dru& 1toro1 n11trJWJJera ill p;itriotlsm, love or a.ny sublect. Chester lfus1c Co., 9!?0
ment. Common-sens~. practlC'nl method. Sa.UstacUoa
Aye., Suite 2411, Chlcaso, l!l.
assured. W. G. Sw!nnerljln, Box 403c, Stamford. ('t,
/~rfc:.C:,Re.:·-----=-,---c--c:-:: c-------- So. M!ehlran
Childhood.
Home,
Mother,
WRITE A SONG-Love,
FOR SALE
•
natrlotlc or •n:r 1ubJect. t compose music and
STORIES WANTED
SILK REM1'1ANTS , Largest packae•• yet olfared, Square guarantee
Send word1 tq-day. Thomas WANTED STORIES, Arl!eles. Poems for new magatln•.
or namped aatln free with •very _packa,o, 15 eta. Merlln, 293pubUcatlon.
Reaper ;t3loek, Chlcago,
Cash paid on acceptance. Tvpecl or handwritten J.iSS.
Mr&r&, AJency, Portland, lfe.
aceeptable. Send l\.!SS. to Nat'! Story Masaz!ne. Tl
WfllTE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We rey!se poems, Vandorb!!t Bldg., N. Y.
write music and guarantee to secure publicatton. Submu poeJDI on any aub]ect. Broadway Studloa, J 65C,
TOBACCO HABIT
F!tz~erald BuUd!nF, New York.
TO BACCO o~ Snuff Habit cured or no pay, $1 11
cured. Bemedy sent on trlal. Superb& Co., PC,
YOU WRITE WQRDS FOR A SONG. Wo wr!to tho
music, publlsh and secure a copyright. Submit poems Balllmore. Md.
on any sublecL The :Metropol!tan Btudl01, tH South TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit hal,(t easily,
M!rhlgan Ave., Room H1. Chicago, Ill.
.A.ny form, chtnving, 1moklD1' or snuff, cured or no
H,,_VE YOU SONG PDEllS? I have best proposlUon, charge. It cured, $1. Stops craving, harmless. Fun
Bay IDbbeler. DlO!, t040 Dickens Ayo., Chlearo.
remedy on trial, Per!dn, Co., B-51 RasUnp. Nebr,
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COME TO THIE

~~IVIOV IES''

He Quit
Cigarettes

At My House-To•nlght

50,000 Boys Made Happy
Read These Letters
From H;appy Boys:
Showa Cleal' Plctu-•
I haYe heeo very slow tn send·
lng :rou an answer. I received
my Mov1ng Plcture Machine a

~e~a:a~~

5

0

1:~a1w;hlt'h! 1\!~

a~~
tu res c!C'ar Just as you· sa.18 lt
wollld. I nm very proud or tt.
I thank ;you very much for tt
and I am glod to bave It. I
eave an entertainment two
<:a~·s after I got it. Leopold
LamontaKne, 54 Summer Ave .•
Central Fan., R. I.

Sold HI• tar $10.00
and Ordered Another
Some Ume ago I got one or
your Machines and I am very

much pleased with It.

Alter

workJog tt tor about a mootb I
eold It tor $10.00 to a friend or
mine. Ho bas It and entertains
bis family nlgbtly. l bave now
decided to ~et another one or

~£a~b~~!zi. N. J;_fk~hul
Would Not 01- Away
tor $2.5.00
My Moving Picture Machine
ts a good one and I would not
alve It away lor $25..00. It's

the best machine I ever bad and
I wish everybody could have

one. Addle Bresky, JeanesvlUe.
Pa. Box 34.

A Real

Better Thsn • $12.00
Machine

Moving
Picture
Show In
Your Own Home

I am·etow about turning In my
thanks to you. but my Moving
Picture Machine Is all rl&"bt. I
have bad It a long time and It

bas not been broken yet.

I

have seen a 112.00 Machine but

would not ewap mtne tor It.

Robert Ltcc.berry, care
of Revolution Store,
Grceuboro. N. C.

Remember, this Is a Genuine
Mo,·ln:; Picture l\l:lChlnc and the
motion pictures are clear. sharp and
distinct.
The Moving Picture Machine
finely constructed, and carefully put to1ether by skilled workmen.
It ia made of
Russian Metai, haa s beautiful finish, and is

The 1n6?l111nism ia ex<;eed~

in,Jy simple and 1s readily operated by the most me:rperieneed .
The _picture5 shown by this marvelous
Moving Picture :\1achine are not the oommon. oruda
and lifeless Maiio Lantern variety, but p.,e life-like photographic reproductions of actual scenes, 't>laces and_ peoP.le,
which never tire its audiences. This Moving Picture Macbu1e
bo.s caused a rousin,: enthusiasm wherever it is used.
Thi• Movini: Picture Machine which I want to 1end
you FREE, gives clear and life-like Moving Pictures as are
shown at nny regular Moving Picture show. It Hashes
moving pictures on the sheet before you. This Machine.
.
.
and Box of Film are FREE-::-ateolutely free to every boy m th1" land who wan~s to write for
an Outfit "free to girls and free to older people.
Read MY OFFER below, wh1ch shows you
how to g~t this Mo.rvelouo Machine.

How You Can Get This Great Moving
Machine-Read My Wonderful Offer to

You

IlERE IS what you are to do in order to get this amazinf. Moving Picture Machine and the_real
Moving Pioturea: Send your name and address-that is al. Write nam~ and &d,!ress v_ery plainly.
!\fail to-day. As soon as I receive it I will mail you 20 of tbe moat beau~ful pr!'m1um pictures you
ever l!:!i\W--all brilliant and shimmPring colors. These pictures are prmted m· man)" colors and
among &lle titles are such oubjccts as " Betsy Ros• .,faki_ng t.h• Firsl AmOTica,:, Flag:'-" Washington.al
llo=,''-"BaU/e of Lak• Erie," et<.. I we.nt you to distribute these premium 1ctures on a opeo1al
3<M,ent offer amon11: the people you know. When you
~
have distributed the 20 premit1:n pictures on my liberal S p
ft
offer you will have eollec_ted s~oo. Send the
r
16 .00 to me and I will 1mmecl1ately ~end you Good f 0 r M 0 ving Picture Offer
FREE the '.lfovin2 Picture Machine with complete Outfit and the Box of Film.
.
Simply cut out this Free Coupon.
!0.009 of these machines have made
pin 1t to a sheet of paper. mall to me

I

M. CROFTON, Secy..
W. 43d Street, Dept. o~l, New York

PLEAS£
USE
COUPON

~

/

7ou:

~

to three or four feet in area. Tho light is produced by
a safety carbide gene.rator, such as is _used on tb_e largest automobiles. This throws a dazzling white lii:ht uf
500 candle-power on the ecreen.
It is not a toy; it is a solidly const1u~ted and durRble

50,000 boys hapr,v. Answer at once.
Be the fliat in your town to ge. tone.

"I smoked cigarettes ever since a boy.
From six to eight sacks of tobacco I uaoil
weekly,'' otates Mr. S. H. Ferguson.
Cigarettes were doing me great harm. I
became so nervous that I couldn't sleep until
I smoked. Ench morning I had an awful
taste in my mouth.
.
"Several times I tried to qnit by will·
power, but it just seemed that I would ge
wild 1f I couldn't have cigarettes.
"I ha·d almcst giveu up hope of ever quit•
ting until one day I sent for a free book by
Mr. Woods that told me what to do. .After
lear-.ng the wny, I quit easily in 3 d&7s
and haven't touched a cigarette In rears. I
have gained over 30 pounds an
cannot
praise the method too highly.
I say to
every cigarette smoker-if 7,ou can't quit
without help get ~is book, ' so says· Mr.
Ferguson, of Onnnps Park.
The foregoing remarks are like those of
many other men who have been freed from
the habit of smoking cigarettes, pipe or
cigars or who have been chewing tobacco or
dinoinz snut? e,:cessivelY,
Get this book. It Is free; postpaid to
Cut this out and show others.
Write at once fo Edward J, Woods,, TC-103,
Station F, New York, :N. Y.

,Cured His RUPTURE

operated by a. finely constructed mechanism, con~ist·.
ing of an eight wl)eel movement. etc.
The pr0Ject1n1
lenses are oaref..l!y ground and adjusted, triple polished,
standa1·d double extra re6ector, throwing a ray of light
many feet, and enlarging the picture on the screen up

~{ovin~ Picture ~achii:ae.

(iAINED OVER 30 POUND$

ree

voupon

with your ne.m~ and address written
J))alnly, and I wlll send l'OU tbe 20

Pictures at once. Addresa

M. CROFI'ON, Secy,1
615 W. 4_3,1 St., Dept.521, , New T«lt

~

1 was badly ruptured while Jlttlng a. ti ..ink
several years ago. 'Doctors said my only
hope of cure was an operation. Trusses
did me no good. Finally I got hold of something that quickly and completely cured
me. Years have passed and the rupture has
never returned, although I am doing hard
work as a. carpenter. There was no operation, no Jost tlme, ·no trouble. I have nothing to sell, but wlll give full Information
about how you . may find a. complete cur•
without operation, It you write to me,
Eugene M. Pullen, Carpenter, 679F Marcel•
lus Avenue, Manasquan, N. J. Better cut
out this notice and show it to any other•
who ar~ ruptured-you may save a Ute or
at least stop the misery ot rupture a.nd Uu,
:Worry and danger of an operation.
.,.

SORE LEGS HEALED .
Open
Legs, Ulcers, Enlarged Veins, Eczema
llealed while you work. Write for book "How
to Heal My Sore Legs at Home." Describe
your case
A. 0, LIEPE,
1457 Green Bay Avenue, Milwaukee. Wi•.

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed
ll{alled

tree to

u , addrws

~

;11erie1'1
the .btllor
Pioneer
H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
D01 Medicines 118 West 3bt Street, New Teri

WLD WEST WEEK Y
-LATEST ISSUES--

I

895 Young Wild West's Gold Grip: and Ho"· H e H ehl the Claim.

897
88¼ Young Wild West and "Monte Mack"; or, 1.'be Girl o! Golden
Gulch.
885 Young Wild West and the Sliver Seekers; or, Arietta's "Hot
BVS
Lead Sauce."
886 Young Wild West's Lively Lasso; and, How It Corraled tbe
Sn!!
C'o\\ l>oy Crooks.
887 Young Wild West at Greaser Gulch; c,r, Arietta and lhe
000
1\laskeu Mexicans.
88S Young Wild West and the Cavalry King; or, 'ThQ Race With
:JOl
a Rival Rider.
88!> Young Wlld West and the Sioux Sca'pers; or. How Arietla
Saved Her Life.
f'·0~
800 Young Wild West and the Rh·al Scouts; or, thP. Ruid of the
Cowboy Gang.
!l03
801 Young Wild West's Box of Bullion; or, Arletta and the Over·
land Robbers.
flO I
SO~ Young Wild West·s Barel>ack Beat; or, The Boss of Lhe
Broncb.o Busters.
'
D0j
~93 Young Wild West at Fire Hlll; or. How Arietta Sav,•d the Flai:.
8!H Youni;,: Wild West and the Greaser Giant; or, Mexkan Mike'~
~06
Mistake
S35 Young Wild West at Skeleton Ranch; or, Arietta and the
no7
Death Trap.
'For sale by all new5dealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

Young Wild Wes t and the Gray <Jal!g: or, Arletta':,; Diuiu;;
Devier.
Younz \Vilcl West at Lon esome Lic!<s; or. '£be Plla11tom ot
Pilgrim's Pass.
Young \\'il u Wl•st·s Biggest Strike; or, Arietta and (l,, .\ban•
uuued ~line.
You11g \\'lid \re t and the Rorer Range rs; or. Tue c,n·e Que-en
uf the YPllowstonP.

,

) O11 11g \\'ilcl \Vesl's Co\\'boy Call; or. Ariella a11d ll>v Sw 1g·
glt->1·:--.

You ng Wild w.,,;t ancl the MocJui Medi<'ine ~fan; or, Doing Ille
1Ja11c,, of Death .
Young Wild West on a Treasure lluul; or. Ariella oncl lh<'
f--i!,·er I od<'.
~\·~wll~:,;sl and lbe Dea dwood De n: C,r, '.l'b c l<'ight for

Y,~t\1

r o1111g- Wile! West as a Prairie Pilol: or. Al'idta and t!Jc
Brond10 Qupeu.
ro,11,er Wild West La.ling Do\\'11 tl1e Law; or: The .. J::ad .. Men
of Bla<·k Ball.
·
Young Wild West's Paying Pia ce r: or. A1·•pt!a's Lud,.v Sbot.
of price, 7 cents per copy, in men,,,· or po,tr,ge stnmp~. hy
166 West 2:l<1 St .. "-\l'w York.

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBER6
of these weeklies and e&llllot proelll'e 1hem from newsdee.le~, they oe.n be ob•ined from the pu):>lishers di.reet. ~rite out
and fiU in your Order and i;end it wilih the price of ~e wee Illies you want, and the weefJlies w1J.l be sent to you oy return

mail.

OUR

POSTAGE STAM,PS

TEN-CEN

NAPOLEON'S OBACULUJ\1 AND
DREA~i: BOOK.-Contaiuing tile great oracle
of lrnwan destiny; also the true meauing_or
almost anv kind of dN-ams, together with
charms, ceremonies. and curious games of
cards.
No. 2• HOW TO DO TlUCKS.-Tbe 1trrat
book of magic and card tr1c_ks. ,·ontat~rng
full ini<truction on all the leadrng card tricks
of the day, also the most popular magical
lllu$ions as performed by our leading magi<'ians; every boy should obtain a copy ot
tllis book.
Xo. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.- Tbe arts an_d
t\"iles of flirtation are fully explained by thts
little book. BeRldes tlle various methods of
handkerchief, fau, glove, parasol. window
and hat Jlirtation, it <·ontains a full list of
the language and sentiment of flowers.
No. 41 HOW TO DANCE is the' tltl~ of
this little book- It contains full instructions
in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball room anu at parties, how to dress. and full
directions tor calling orr In all popular
s<1uare dances.
No. 5. llO\V TO l\L.\KE LOVE.-A comJ,lete guide to loYe, courtship and marriage,
·1,1
d ·
i
d ti
tt t
giving sen• 1 ea vtce. rn es an c qne e O
be observed, with many curious and interestiJlP tbin"'S not general1.v xnown.
e
'"
CO E AN ATHLETE
No. 6 . HOW TO BE
)l
i
-Giving full lnS t ruction for l.be use O
dumbbells, Indian clubs. parallel bars, horl7,ontal bars and various other method8 o!
developing a good, healtby muscle; contalning over sixty illustrations.
No 1

TAK1'Xll' THE SAME AS MONEY.

HAND
I

No. l4. HOW TO 111AKE CANDl'.-A com·
plete band-book fot· ruakin;; all kinds o!
candy, il-e-cream , syrups. essences. etc .. etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BEOOJI~ BEAUTII.. UL.
- One of t tJe bright.est auu most valuable
llltle books ever given lo the worlu. Everybody wishes to kuow !Jow to !Jecollle beautifut. both male and female. '.l'be secret is
sl.rnple. a1.1d almost costless
:So. 20. HOW' '1'0 E.NTERTAJN AN EVENING PARTY.- A complete compendium of
games, sports, card diversions. comic recitations, etc., suital>le for parlor or drawingroom entertainment. It contains more tor
the money than any book published.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The
most complete hunting aud fishing guide
ever published. II. contains full instruc·tlons
about ;;uns, bunting dogs, traps, trapping
and fishing, together with description of
game and fish.
1:0. 22. lfOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.Heller's second sight explained t.,y bis former assistant. Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining
how the secret dialoi;ues were 'carrled on between the magician and the 1.Joy on the
st age; also giving al! the codes and signals.
No. 23.

llOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-

BOOKS

No. 31. HOW TO BECOJIE A SPEAK.
ER.-Containln;; fourte<•n illustration~. giv!ug the different position~ l'<'<tlllsile to beco.ue a good speakPr, reader !l!HI elocutionist.
Also containioir gem~ from a:I tbe popular
authors of prose ancl poetry.
No . 32 , HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.,..
, .ontaining instructions tor heginners. cboicP
of a machine, hints on training, etc.
A
ffo~~-lete book. l;'u U or practic.al illustra·
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GA:\IES.-.A complete and useful little hook. containing tho
rules and regulations of hilliarus, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
N

·o. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUM'S
-Containing all the lending ,·onundrums of
th e da,v, amusing ridules, rurious ca,tchcs
a nd witty sayings.
No. 38, HOW TO -iiECO~IE YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful hook, eontaininPuseful and practical info•·mu1 ion in 'the treatrnent of ordinary dlseases aurl ailments common 1o every famiJ.,·, Ahonnding In useful
aurl etl'ective re-cipes for geueruJ complalnts.
No. 39. HOW TO RATSF. 'noes, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A usefttl
and instructive lJook. liandsomely illustrat•
ed.
·
No. 40.
HOW TO 11IA1i:E AND SF.T
TRAPS.- Incl\1uing l!ints on l1ow to catch
moles, weasels. otter. rats. squirrels ancl
hird~. Also how to cure skins. Copious!y
illu st rated.

This little book gives the explanation to all
kl
· n cl s of d reams, together with lucky and
unlucky days .
No. 24. HOW T6 WRITE LETTERS TO
GENTLEMEN.-Contain1·n"' full 1·nstrt1ct1·ons
!or writing to gentleme,i ~0 u al\ stthJ·ects.
No. 25 . HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.
-Containing !ull instructions for alt kinds
o! gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.- Ha nd · · Embracing thirty-five !llustrations. By Prosomely illustrated and containing ful) _in- fessor W. Macdonald.
No. 41. THE BOYS 01-' NEW YORK END
st ructions -for tbe management and trammg
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
llfE. S JOKE HOOK.-Containlng 8 great .,,
or tue canary. mockingbird, bobolink, black• BUILD A BOAT.-Fully illustrated. J;'ull
variety of the latest jok~s use<! by the mo~t •
bird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
instructions are given in this little book, tofamous e~d men . , ·o amateur minstrels Is
l\o o. HOW TO BECOME A TENTRILO- gether with instructions on swunmin;; and
complete wlthout this wonderful little l>ook.
QUIST.-By Harry Kennedy. Every intelli- riding, companion sports to boating.
g-ent boy reading this book of Instructions
No. 27, HO\V TO RECITE AND BOOK
No. 42. THE ROYS 01' NEW YORK
ran master the art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Containirg the mo~t • s-rt· MP SPEAKER.- Coutalnin;; a '°aried as•
of fnn for himself and friends. rt is the popular selections in use, comprising Dutch
80rtment of stump speeehes. Negro, Dutrh
greatest \Jook e'°er published.
dialect, French dialect. Yankee and lrish dia and Irish, Also end men·s jokes. Just th~
No 10. HOW TO BOX.-Tbe art of self- lect pieces, together with many atandaru
t bing for home amusement and amateut
. defense made easy. Containing over thirty readings.
shows.
illustrations of guards, blows. and the dltrerNo. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES No. 43. HOW 'J'O BECOME A llJAGICTA.N',
ent position of a good boxer. Every boy Everyone is desirous of knowing what bis -Containing t he grandest assortment of
should ohtaln one of these useful and In - future life will bring forth, whet.her happi magi<'al Illusions ever placed he fore the
structlve hooks. as it will teach you how to nE'SS or mlsery, wealth or poverty. You caa
public. Also tricks with cards, incantatiou~,
bo~ without an Instructor.
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
etc.
No. Jl. JIOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be convinced.
No. H. HOW TO WRITE IN .\N ALTERS.- A mo t complete little book, contaln·
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN JN\.ENBUM.- A grand collection of .Album \erses
ing full directionR for writing love-letters, TOB.-Every boy should know how lnvensuitable for any time an,! occasion. embracand when to use them. giving specimen let- tlons originated. This book explains them
Ing Lines of Love. 4ffectlon, Sentiment. Huter~ for young and old. •
all, giving examples In electricity, hydraulics.
mor, Respect. and Condolence, also Yerses
-... 0 • J2.
HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO magnetism, optics, p.neumatlcs. mt>cllanics,
:::iuitahle for Valentines and Weddings.
LADIES.-Giving complete instructions for etc.
" ' riting letters to ladles on all subjects: also
No. s&, . HOW TO COOK.-One ot ~.11e most
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK lltlN'letters of introduction, notes and requests.
Instructive books on cooking ever published.
STRJ!:L GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-SomP.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT: OR, BOOK OF It con.talus recipes for cooking meats. fish.
thing np,w and very Instructive. Every ho~·
'ETIQUETTE.-It is a great life secret. and game, and oysters; also oles, puddings
should obtain this book, as it contains full
one that every young man desires to know cakep. and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
instructions for organizing an amateur min·
all about. There's haoDiness In it.
colle<'l:lnn of recloes;
..----. strel trouoe.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to BDY ad/ 1ress on receipt of price. 10c. per copy. er a tor 25c., in money or postage sta~ps, b1

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York;

